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A Message from The Good Friends of Jackson Elias A Message from the A Weekend With Good Friends
Team

Thank you for choosing to join us for the February 2022 AWeekend
With Good Friends.

The online convention will run from Friday, February 18 thru Sunday,
February 20. Game slots are four hours long and are detailed below.

In order to ensure equal access to games across timezones, A
Weekend With Good Friends uses a lottery system to assign players
to games. Signing up for a game does not guarantee you a seat in
that game but rather enters you in a drawing for a seat.

Should you require assistance at any point in the convention please
do not hesitate to contact the Convention Staff by visiting the awwgf-
help channel in the Discord server and clicking the “AWeekend With
Good Friends help” button. Using the button means your question
won't get lost in general conversation in chat. If you need more urgent
assistance, such as for a safety issue, then please contact @
Convention Staff. The Convention Staff is here to help and will be
happy to answer any questions you may have.

Please review the AWeekend With Good Friends Harassment and
Inappropriate Behavior Policy on the following pages.

A Weekend With Good Friends will be managed and run from The
Good Friends of Jackson Elias Discord server. If you have not yet
joined the Discord, you may do so at https://discord.gg/
GoodFriendsofJE. Once joined please visit the #awwgf-info channel
for any important information relevant to the convention.

IMPORTANT PLEASE NOTE: If you have not joined the discord by
February 10, 11:59 PM UTC (convert timezone) your signups will not
be considered for the lottery draw.

Hello and welcome to a brand new Weekend With Good Friends, the
gaming convention put together by the wonderful listeners of The
Good Friends of Jackson Elias podcast!

The convention organisers and staff – Bence, Chris, Martin, Jack,
Michael, John, Nicky and Max – have put in a massive amount of
work behind the scenes to bring all this together. While Matt, Paul and
I may drift in and out of the proceedings like eerie spectres, the
convention is very much their creation and we thank them for it.

Even though this is only the fourth Weekend With Good Friends, the
convention has grown and matured with each incarnation. Many of the
people who joined the Discord server for earlier conventions have
stayed around and become part of our weird little community. Even
once the weekend is over, you will find regular game offerings here, as
well as story readings, video game streams and general chat about all
things related to gaming and horror.

We hope you have a wonderful time, packed with thrills and chills. Do
check out the voice and text channels throughout the weekend for
pickup games and general chat about what’s been going on. The
games themselves are only the start of the adventure!

- Scott Dorward

https://discord.gg/GoodFriendsofJE
https://discord.gg/GoodFriendsofJE
https://dateful.com/eventlink/1246160691


The Rules

1. No hate speech or bigotry. This should be pretty self-explanatory.
This convention is a welcoming space and no bigotry of any kind is
welcome.
a. In-character bigotry. In-character bigotry is NOT tolerated

either. If you are using period games or characters as a shield
to protect yourself from criticism for your language you are not
welcome. GMs may negotiate some exceptions to this rule if
the game requires it and it is handled tastefully and with the
consent of all players (eg Harlem Unbound requires some
elements of this).

b. Pronouns. Pronouns are not ‘preferred’ — they are mandatory.
If someone requests that you use their pronouns, you are to do
so. Intentionally misgendering (using they/them can be
misgendering) or avoiding pronouns is not acceptable.
Accidents do happen, but you must make an effort.

2. No harassment or threats. This should be obvious. Respect
people’s privacy; do not DM them without permission; don’t
message anything creepy or sexual; no doxing people; don’t
threaten to do any of these things.

3. Be polite to others!
4. Mature content. The convention is not strictly over 18 and as such

we recommend that if your game contains any mature content you
mark it as an 18+ game and provide content warnings. This is
especially true for any sexual content. Running any games with
more than a few light references in the presence of a minor will be
taken very seriously.

5. It is against convention policy to stream games.
6. A Weekend With Good Friends is run on a strictly volunteer basis.

If anyone requests renumeration of any sort please immediately
contact Convention Staff.

A Weekend With Good Friends Harassment and
Inappropriate Behavior Policy

A Note on Free Speech

It is important to note that the protection of free speech applies only to
the government. They cannot legally censor you for what you say.
This convention is not a government department and so freedom of
speech does not protect you from being banned from the convention if
you break the preceding rules.

Roleplaying Safety Tools

The convention recommends the use of roleplaying safety tools when
appropriate. The only required safety tool required by the convention
is for games to follow a “open table” policy. Please see the following
page for a discussion of roleplaying safety tools.

What Should I Do if I See or Experience Inappropriate Behavior?

Please report it to the Convention Staff (@Convention Staff) as soon
as possible, you can DM us or if you wish to stay anonymous use this
Google Form https://forms.gle/uimaQzsqKXZEZFiv8.

https://forms.gle/uimaQzsqKXZEZFiv8
https://forms.gle/uimaQzsqKXZEZFiv8


What Are Roleplaying Safety Tools?

Roleplaying Safety Tools are a means to help facilitate communication
between GMs and players and amongst players to ensure that
everyone involved continues to enjoy the game and that topics that
may be traumatic or sensitive for an individual are handled with the
appropriate level of care.

The Open Table

Players may leave the game at any time without question if the
content makes them uncomfortable. They do not need to provide an
explanation. This is the only safety tool mandated by the convention.

Content Warnings

If you know for certain that extreme or controversial content is going to
come up in your game, it is a good idea to provide an upfront warning
so people don’t sign up and then decide the content isn’t for them. For
example, if a GM were running
, they should provide the disclaimer “Contains mature sexual themes”
so anyone who does not want that in their games would know to stay
away.

Lines and Veils

Lines and Veils are terms used to convey the limits of the game. They
might include subject matter that participants find objectionable or
traumatic and do not wish to interact with.

Lines are themes or elements that a participant wishes to be off-limits
entirely. When you establish a line that content does not come up in
the game no matter what.

Veils are themes or elements that a participant does not wish to
interact with directly but can be alluded to. Typically, veiled material is
only implied or very briefly mentioned and immediately cut away from

by the GM.

It is a good idea to establish some ahead of time, but you can also
come up with new ones during the game. As a GM it can be useful to
come with some of your own to prompt others ideas and then have
them send them to you privately. For example, a GM might say “I have
a line on sexual assault, that theme will not come up in the game, and
I draw a veil over consensual sex so things don’t get too gross; do you
have any?” and then prompt them to message me privately.

The X-Card

The X card is a safety tool that is traditionally a piece of cardboard
with an X on it where at any point in the game any player or GM may
tap the card to indicate they are uncomfortable with what is happening
and to skip it. This provides some challenges online but some options
include sending just the letter X in chat, or setting up a card on a
virtual tabletop if you’re using one of them.

Additional safety tools exist. If you would like to learn more, the
TTRPG Safety Toolkit available at https://t.co/gA6hV6VKqm is an
excellent resource.

Roleplaying Safety Tools

https://t.co/gA6hV6VKqm


A Weekend With Good Friends Game Slots

The players and Game Masters who participate in AWeekend With
Good Friends come from all over the world; because of this the
convention’s time slots are aligned with the Coordinated Universal
Time (UTC) timezone. The following tables detail the times of the
game slots as well as providing a handful of converted times.

For your convenience, you can click on the game slot names to be
linked to an external timezone converter which will attempt to convert
to your local timezone based on your IP address. This converter also
contains links to add calendar events on most major platforms.

Please be aware that in some timezones games may start on a
different date compared to the UTC listings. This is called out in the
charts below.

Slot UTC+0 EST (UTC-5) AEDT (UTC+11)
Slot 1 00:30 - 04:30 19:30 - 23:30 * 11:30 - 15:30
Slot 2 05:00 - 09:00 00:00 - 04:00 16:00 - 20:00
Slot 3 10:00 - 14:00 05:00 - 09:00 21:00 - 01:00
Slot 4 15:00 - 19:00 10:00 - 14:00 02:00 - 06:00 **
Slot 5 20:00 - 24:00 15:00 - 19:00 07:00 - 11:00 **

Friday, February 18

* Game is on February 17 in this timezone
** Game is on February 19 in this timezone

Slot UTC+0 EST (UTC-5) AEDT (UTC+11)
Slot 6 00:30 - 04:30 19:30 - 23:30 * 11:30 - 15:30
Slot 7 05:00 - 09:00 00:00 - 04:00 16:00 - 20:00
Slot 8 10:00 - 14:00 05:00 - 09:00 21:00 - 01:00
Slot 9 15:00 - 19:00 10:00 - 14:00 02:00 - 04:00 **
Slot 10 20:00 - 24:00 15:00 - 19:00 05:00 - 09:00 **

Saturday, February 19

Slot UTC+0 EST (UTC-5) AEDT (UTC+11)
Slot 11 00:30 - 04:30 19:30 - 23:30 * 11:30 - 15:30
Slot 12 05:00 - 09:00 00:00 - 04:00 16:00 - 10:00
Slot 13 10:00 - 14:00 05:00 - 09:00 21:00 - 01:00
Slot 14 15:00 - 19:00 10:00 - 14:00 02:00 - 06:00 **
Slot 15 20:00 - 24:00 15:00 - 19:00 07:00 - 11:00 **

Sunday, February 20

* Game is on February 18 in this timezone
** Game is on February 20 in this timezone

* Game is on February 19 in this timezone
** Game is on February 21 in this timezone

https://dateful.com/eventlink/2900473659
https://dateful.com/eventlink/2900473659
https://dateful.com/eventlink/1369042342
https://dateful.com/eventlink/1369042342
https://dateful.com/eventlink/2732429557
https://dateful.com/eventlink/2732429557
https://dateful.com/eventlink/2275632281
https://dateful.com/eventlink/2275632281
https://dateful.com/eventlink/2821620742
https://dateful.com/eventlink/2821620742
https://dateful.com/eventlink/2681014955
https://dateful.com/eventlink/2681014955
https://dateful.com/eventlink/2013758843
https://dateful.com/eventlink/2013758843
https://dateful.com/eventlink/3320773084
https://dateful.com/eventlink/3320773084
https://dateful.com/eventlink/2196632708
https://dateful.com/eventlink/2196632708
https://dateful.com/eventlink/3219822502
https://dateful.com/eventlink/3219822502
https://dateful.com/eventlink/9984345081
https://dateful.com/eventlink/9984345081
https://dateful.com/eventlink/2459840067
https://dateful.com/eventlink/2459840067
https://dateful.com/eventlink/1630477830
https://dateful.com/eventlink/1630477830
https://dateful.com/eventlink/1516786995
https://dateful.com/eventlink/1516786995
https://dateful.com/eventlink/6372283695
https://dateful.com/eventlink/6372283695


Before the Convention Begins

Player signups run between February 4 - February 10 and the lottery will be
drawn February 11.

Players who have been allocated seats must check Discord regularly to
keep in touch with GMs and convention organisers; some GMs will want to
sort out characters in advance and may have other aspects of the game to
discuss with you. GMs have been asked to make contact with their players
by the end of February 16. If a GM has not been able to make contact with a
player by February 16 then that player's seat will be forfeit and will be
reallocated.

Players who have been put on a waitlist must check Discord regularly; in the
event that a seat becomes available, the convention organisers will use
Discord to make contact with players on the waitlists. Even games in high
demand in popular slots become available, so it's worth keeping a close eye
on Discord or you could miss out!

If you are unable to make a game, then please let the convention organisers
know by using the "AWeekend With Good Friends help" button in the
awwgf-help channel.

After the Convention Starts

Players are asked to be ready on Discord at least five minutes before
the game and seats will be reallocated to other players shortly
afterwards in the event of a no-show.

Although this might seem a little harsh, it takes a reasonable amount
of time for the convention organisers to find another player and for
that player to get set up.

If players know that they might be unable to make the start of the
game then they are urged to make contact with the GM on the day of
the game to confirm their place at the table. Players are reminded that
Discord messages can be left with GMs even if GMs are not online.

Players looking for more games are advised to keep an eye on
#awwgf-waitlists for seats that become available at short notice when

players drop out. The convention organisers ask that players taking
these seats are at home and ready to play before accepting a seat.

It is also possible for GMs to offer pickup games on Discord during the
game. Previous conventions have seen games offered by some of the
more popular GMs at very short notice!

Tips For Getting Games

Players can sign up for as many games as they like.

Signups for popular games are always phenomenal; there is a good
chance that players who only sign up for popular games will end up
with no games. Players that make a wide selection of games are
much more likely to get a full weekend than people that only sign up
for the popular games.

Players that don’t get any of the games they really wanted are
encouraged to keep an eye on #awwgf-waitlists during the convention.
Even the most popular games have had multiple dropouts, with
unexpected surprises for players that thought they’d missed out.

The Discord has seen an incredible number of friendships form,
resulting in numerous long-running campaigns, one-shots and West
Marches style groups. Players are encouraged to get involved and get
in some games with some unfamiliar faces. There’s a good chance
that A Weekend With Good Friends will turn out to be a very long
weekend indeed!



• Call of Cthulhu - Pulvis et Umbra Sumus - Fragslag

• Call of Cthulhu (In Space) - The Last Log - random-
answer

• Call of Cthulhu (Pulp Cthulhu) - The Bonecollectors -
KarlRodriguez

• Cosmic Dark - Extraction - Graham

• Dead of Night - Grave Digger - Scott Dorward

• Dungeons and Dragons 5E - Wolves of Welton -
thelilscientist

• Microscope - The Corruption from the Dark -
iPwnedMSCS

• Spire: The City Must Fall - Ironshrike - seanfsmith

• Vaesen - The Dance of Dreams - Bitburg_Chef

Game Slot 5

• Brain Soda - Attack of the Rabbit Killer - Carrot’N’Roll -
Alixo

• Call of Cthulhu - The Dying at St. Brigid’s - Barendd

• Call of Cthulhu - The Sanitorium - Sean

• Call of Cthulhu - Saturnine Chalice - Bitburg_Chef

• Call of Cthulhu - The Way of All Flesh - Scott Dorward

• Call of Cthulhu - Weekend in the Woods - Micael D

• Call of Cthulhu (Cthulhu Dark Ages) - The Hunt - Togsee

• Call of Cthulhu (Pulp Cthulhu) - Field of Screams - Diesel

• Dungeons and Dragons 5E - Horror at Havel’s Cross -

Index of Games by Time Slot

Game Slot 1

• ALIEN: The Roleplaying Game - The Warren - Diesel

• Call of Cthulhu - Cross My Heart & Hope to Die - molgars

• Call of Cthulhu - Dockside Dogs - DeviantKraken

• Call of Cthulhu - The Necropolis - Shoggoth-Nito

• Call of Cthulhu - Summer of Sam - DoctorKreiner

• Cthulhu Dark - Old Growth - ATHooks

• Fear of the Unknown - Randomized Mysteries - Thomas
Eliot

Game Slot 2

• Cthulhu Dark - In Transit - Abbattoir

• Delta Green - Last Things Last - Shannon Mac

Game Slot 3

• Cthulhu Dark - Family Trees - KathrynJenkinsArt

• Honey Heist + Monkey Business - Fish Heist - Tom
Bagatelle

• Jaws of the Six Serpents - The Ragged Army - Scott
Dorward

• Matrons of Mystery - Bake or Death - Sue

Game Slot 4

• Call of Cthulhu - Of Sorrow and Clay - 4AcrossIsEmu

• Call of Cthulhu - Palatine Light - Anthony Lee-Dudley



• Mörk Borg - Sepulcher of the Swamp Witch -
DeviantKraken

• Snake People - iPwnedMSCS

• Vaesen - Daisy Cutter - Diesel

Game Slot 7

• Back Again from the Broken Land - DeviantKraken

• Call of Cthulhu - Fear of Flying - tuolei

• Mothership - Moonbase Blues - TRNSHMN

Game Slot 8

• Call of Cthulhu (Down Darker Trails) - Pilgrim’s Hope - Mr
Spike

• Heart: The City Beneath - Hark! The Riddle Pig! -
TRNSHMN

• Hot War (Time and Tide Setting) - The Sea, Our Mother -
Scott Dorward

• Ironsworn - Ironsworn With Good Friends - Togsee

• Seasons (same syestem as Spire/Heart) - Spring Stands
at the Gate - Tore Nielsen

• Vaesen - Bathhouse at Midnight - AxidentalDM

Game Slot 9

• The Black Hack - The Band of the Broken Talon - Boswell

• Call of Cthulhu - Dockside Dogs - Dr. Bones

• Call of Cthulhu - Impovisorio of Cthulhu - your friend nate

thelilscientist

• GangBusters! (1st Edition) - Death on the Docks - Dirk the
Dice

• Liminal - The Crown of Winter - Sue

• Monster of the Week - Everybody Get Psycho -
DontStopMeNow

• Monsterhearts - Frosh Week - molgars

• Toon (Crawl of Catchtoolu) - The Okayest Friends of
Jackson Elias - ZoeKitten84

• Vaesen - The Lannaholm Vanishings - blythy

• Vaesen - Patronage of St. Elia - AxidentalDM

Game Slot 6

• Call of Cthulhu - Missed Dues - 1moreuser

• Call of Cthulhu - Scritch Scratch - TenSoon’s Shadow

• Call of Chulhu - What Remains of Vulcan - DoctorKreiner

• Dead of Night - Graduation Night - INQUIST

• Delta Green - Last Things Last - Nathan

• Fear of the Unknown - Randomized Mysteries - Thomas
Eliot

• Homebrew (Delta Green Based) - CLEAN LIVING -
mellonbread

• Kids on Bikes - Something Strange at Circle Q -
DontStopMeNow



• Call of Cthulhu - The Black Forest Oddity - Hilmar

• Call of Cthulhu - The Haunting - Shoggoth-Nito

• Call of Cthulhu - Heinrich’s Call of Cthulhu Guide to
Character Creation - GMDante

• Call of Cthulhu - Splinter - Anthony Lee-Dudley

• Call of Cthulhu - The Way of All Flesh - Scott Dorward

• Clowns of Funland - Phzoul

• Delta Green - Emergency Stent - KarlRodriguez

• Delta Green - A Milk Run - Patricksmatrick

• Delta Green - Victim of the Art - Nathan

• For the Cube - Playtesting For the Cube -
helloalexroberts

• KULT: Divinity Lost - The Protocol - thelilscientist

• KULT: Divinity Lost - The Road to Babylon - Puddy_R

• Monsterhearts - Colors of the Heart - Sacchaarine
Choking Hazard

• Vaesen - Smørheks - Bitburg_Chef

• Vaesen - Svarteboken - Matt Sanderson

Game Slot 11

• Alice is Missing - Diesel

• ALIEN: The Roleplaying Game - Mandatory Fun -
1moreuser

• Call of Cthulhu - Cold Spot - valsalvis

• Call of Cthulhu (Pulp Cthulhu) - Blood Orgy on Vampire
Island - TenSoon’s Shadow

• Cosmic Dark - Time Murder - Graham

• Cthulhu Dark - Consume - Fragslag

• Cthulhu Dark - Miskatonic Shoreside - Bridgett/
Symphony

• Delta Green - Looks Could Kill - sicDaniel

• Hot War (alternative setting) - Death to El Jefe! - Scott
Dorward

• KULT: Divinity Lost - Et in Arcadia Ego - ryanf

• KULT: Divinity Lost - Fires of Centralia - GM David

• KULT: Divinity Lost - Trinity House - thelilscientist

• Liminal - The Haunting House – A Case Note for Liminal -
random-answer

• Mörk Borg - Satyrs of Slaughter - carnel

• Over the Edge 2nd Edition - The Bodhisattava - Wayne
Rossi

• Tales from the Loop - Snow Day - Mouse

• Trail of Cthulhu - The Kingsbury Horror - linus.larsson

• Vaesen - Giveback for Old Cheese - Bitburg_Chef

Game Slot 10

• ALIEN: The Roleplaying Game - CSI: Weyland-Yutani -
Sue

• Bluebeard’s Bride - Diesel



• KULT: Divinity Lost - Maternal Instinct - thelilscientist

• Pasion de las Pasiones (PBTA) - El Huracán del Amor -
Chad B

• Reaver Sword and Sorcery RPG - The Man-Eaters of
Ugalia - Joseph_RGG

• Tales from the Loop - The Recycled Boy - your friend
nate

• Vasesen - The Doom that Came to Stafjord - Puddy_R

Game Slot 15

• Call of Cthulhu - Silent Night - ZoeKitten84

• Call of Cthulhu - Nighted, A Variation On - P. Troilus

• Call of Cthulhu - The Great and Terrible Awto - Mr Spike

• Hot War (Time and Tide Setting) - The Sea, Our Mother -
Scott Dorward

• KULT: Divinity Lost - UNLAND - Sue

• Mörk Borg - Quest for the Murder Sword - Diesel

• Mothership - Moonbase Blues - TRNSHMN

• Vaesen - The Friend, the Fiend, and the Shadow of the
Night - Bitburg_Chef

• Vampire: the Masquerade - Corpse Heist - linus.larson

• Call of Cthulhu - VRBO: Vacation Rental By Occult -
Gondorf5_TS

Game Slot 12

• Dead of Night - Soft Black Blooms - Tore Nielsen

• King Arthur Pendragon 5.2 - The Ugliest Kinght in the
Realm - Shannon Mac

Game Slot 13

• Call of Cthulhu - Saturnine Chalice - Tissaia

• Cosmic Dark - Transparency - Graham

• Dead of Night - Grave Danger - Scott Dorward

• Matrons of Mystery - Oh No They Didn’t - Sue

Game Slot 14

• The Black Hack - The Band of the Black Talon - Boswell

• Call of Cthulhu - The Dead Men There Are Waiting -
Anthony Lee-Dudley

• Call of Cthulhu (1970s) - The Protocol - Bitburg_Chef

• Delta Green - Poker Night - sicDaniel

• Dungeon Crawl Classics - The Pit of The Skull and The
Skull is on Fire and also The Skull Loves to Party - Diesel

• Ghostbusters RPG - House Pests - Grant Dowell

• Heart: The City Beneath - Hark! The Riddle Pig! -
TRNSHMN

• Jaws of the Six Serpents - The Ragged Army - Scott
Dorward



BBB BS COC • The Dead Men There are Waiting - Slot 14 - Anthony
Lee-Dudley

• Dockside Dogs - Slot 1 - DeviantKraken

• Dockside Dogs - Slot 9 - Dr. Bones

• The Dying at St. Brigids - Slot 5 - Barendd

• Fear of Flying - Slot 7 - tuolei

• The Great and Terrible Awto - Slot 15 - Mr Spike

• The Haunting - Slot 10 - Soggoth-Nito

• Heinrich’s Call of Cthulhu Guide to Character Creation -
Slot 10 - GMDante

• Improvisorio of Cthulhu - Slot 9 - your friend nate

• Missed Dues - Slot 6 - 1moreuser

• The Necropolis - Slot 1 - Shoggoth-Nito

• Nighted, A Variation On - Slot 15 - P. Troilus

• Of Sorrow and Clay - Slot 4 - 4AcrossIsEmu

• Palatine Light - Slot 4 - Anthony Lee-Dudley

• Pulvis et Umbra Sumus - Slot 4 - Fragslag

• The Sanitorium - Slot 5 - Sean

• Saturnine Chalice - Slot 5 - Bitburg_Chef

• Saturnine Chalice - Slot 13 - Tissaia

• Scritch Scratch - Slot 6 - TenSoon’s Shadow

• Silent Night - Slot 15 - ZoeKitten84

Index of Games By System

Alice is Missing

• Alice is Missing - Slot 11 - Diesel

ALIEN: The Roleplaying Game

• CSI: Weyland-Yutani - Slot 10 - Sue

• Mandatory Fun - Slot 11 - 1moreuser

• The Warren - Slot 1 - Diesel

Back Again from the Broken Land

• Back Again from the Broken Land - Slot 7 -
DeviantKraken

The Black Hack

• The Band of the Black Talon - Slot 9 - Boswell

• The Band of the Black Talon - Slot 14 - Boswell

Bluebeard’s Bride

• Bluebeard’s Bride - Slot 10 - Diesel

Brain Soda

• Attack of the Rabbit Killer: Carrot’N’Roll - Slot 5 - Alixo

Call of Cthulhu

• The Black Forest Oddity - Slot 10 - Hilmar

• Cold Spot - Slot 11 - valsalvis

• Cross My Heart & Hope to Die - Slot 1 - molgars



Coc70 coccda cocddt cocis cocpc cof cosd cthd don dg Clowns of Funland

• Clowns of Funland - Slot 10 - Phzoul

Cosmic Dark

• Extraction - Slot 4 - Graham

• Time Murder - Slot 9 - Graham

• Transparency - Slot 13 - Graham

Cthulhu Dark

• Consume - Slot 9 - Fragslag

• Family Trees - Slot 3 - KathrynJenkinsArt

• In Transit - Slot 2 - Abbatoir

• Miskatonic Shoreside - Slot 9 - Bridgett/Symphony

• Old Growth - Slot 1 - ATHooks

Dead of Night

• Graduation Night - Slot 6 - INQUIST

• Grave Danger- Slot 4 - Scott Dorward

• Grave Danger - Slot 13 - Scott Dorward

• Soft Black Blooms - Slot 12 - Tore Nielsen

Delta Green

• Emergency Stent - Slot 9 - KarlRodriguez

• Last Things Last - Slot 2 - Shannon Mac

• Last Things Last - Slot 6 - Nathan

• Splinter - Slot 10 - Anthony Lee-Dudley

• Summer of Sam - Slot 1 - DoctorKreiner

• VRBO: Vacation Rental By Occult - Slot 11 -
Gondorf5_TS

• The Way of All Flesh - Slot 5 - Scott Dorward

• The Way of All Flesh - Slot 10 - Scott Dorward

• Weekend in the Woods - Slot 5 - Michael D

• What Remains of Vulcan - Slot 6 - DoctorKreiner

Call of Cthulhu (1970s)

• The Protocol - Slot 14 - Bitburg_Chef

Call of Cthulhu (Cthulhu Dark Ages)

• The Hunt - Slot 5 - Togsee

Call of Cthulhu (Down Darker Trails)

• Pilgrim’s Hope - Slot 8 - Mr Spike

Call of Cthulhu (In Space)

• The Last Log - Slot 4 - random-answer

Call of Cthulhu (Pulp Cthulhu)

• Blood Orgy on Vamipre Island - Slot 9 - TenSoon’s
Shadow

• The Bonecollectors - Slot 4 - KarlRodriguez

• Field of Screams - Slot 5 - Diesel



Kob kap kdlDcc dnd5 fotu ftc gnb ghb htcb hb hh hw hwa hwt&t is jotss Homebrew (Delta Green Based)

• CLEAN LIVING - Slot 6 - mellonbread

Honey Heist + Monkey Business

• Fish Heist - Slot 3 - Tom Bagatelle

Hot War (Alternate Setting)

• Death to El Jefe! - Slot 9 - Scott Dorward

Hot War (Time and Tide Setting)

• The Sea, Our Mother - Slot 8 - Scott Dorward

• The Sea, Our Mother - Slot 15 - Scott Dorward

Ironsworn

• Ironsworn With Good Friends - Slot 8 - Togsee

Jaws of the Six Serpents

• The Ragged Army - Slot 3 - Scott Dorward

• The Ragged Army - Slot 14 - Scott Dorward

Kids on Bikes

• Something Strange at Circle Q - Slot 6 -
DontStopMeNow

King Arthur Pendragon 5.2

• The Ugliest Knight in the Realm - Slot 12 - Shannon Mac

KULT: Divinity Lost

• Et in Arcadia Ego - Slot 9 - ryanf

• Fires of Centralia - Slot 9 - GM Dante

• Looks Could Kill - Slot 9 - sicDaniel

• A Milk Run - Slot 10 - Patricksmtrick

• Poker Night - Slot 14 - sicDaniel

• Victim of the Art - Slot 10 - Nathan

Dungeon Crawl Classics

• The Pit of The Skull and The Skull is On Fire and Also
The Skull Loves to Party - Slot 14 - Diesel

Dungeons and Dragons 5E

• Horror at Havel’s Cross - Slot 5 - thelilscientist

• Wolves of Welton - Slot 4 - thelilscientist

Fear of the Unknown

• Randomized Mysteries - Slot 1 - Thomas Eliot

• Randomized Mysteries - Slot 6 - Thomas Eliot

For the Cube

• Playtesting For the Cube - Slot 10 - helloalexroberts

GangBusters! (1st Edition)

• Death on the Docks - Slot 5 - Dirk the Dice

Ghostbusters RPG

• House Pests - Slot 14 - Grant Dowell

Heart: The City Beneath

• Hark! The Riddle Pig! - Slot 8 - TRNSHMN

• Hark! The Riddle Pig! - Slot 14 - TRNSHMN



Lim mom mic motw mh mb ms ote pdlp rss sea sp stc tftl • Satyrs of Slaughter - Slot 9 - carnel

• Sepulcher of the Swamp Witch - Slot 6 - DeviantKraken

Mothership

• Moonbase Blues - Slot 7 - TRNSHMN

• Moonbase Blues - Slot 15 - TRNSHMN

Over the Edge 2nd Edition

• The Bodhisttva - Slot 9 - Wayne Rossi

Pasion de las Pasiones (PTBA)

• El Huracán del Amor - Slot 14 - Chad B

Reaver Sword & Sorcery RPG

• The Man-Eaters of Ugalla - Slot 14 - Joseph_RCG

Seasons (Same System as Spire/Heart)

• Spring Stands at the Gate - Slot 8 - Tore Nielsen

Snake People

• Snake People - Slot 6 -iPwnedMSCS

Spire: The City Must Fall

• Ironshrike - Slot 4 - seanfsmith

Tales from the Loop

• The Recycled Boy - Slot 14 - your friend nate

• Snow Day - Slot 9 - Mouse

• Maternal Instinct - Slot 14 - thelilscientist

• The Protocol - Slot 10 - thelilscientist

• The Road to Babylon - Slot 10 - Puddy_r

• Trinity House - Slot 9 - thelilscientist

• UNLAND - Slot 15 - Sue

Liminal

• The Crown of Winter - Slot 5 - Sue

• The Haunting House - A Case Note for Liminal - Slot 9 -
random-answer

Matrons of Mystery

• Bake or Death - Slot 3 - Sue

• On No They Didn’t - Slot 13 - Sue

Microscope

• The Corruption from the Dark - Slot 4 - iPwnedMSCS

Monster of the Week

• Everybody Get Psycho - Slot 5 - DontStopMeNow

Monsterhearts

• Colors of the Heart - Slot 10 - Saccharine Choking
Hazard

• Frosh Week - Slot 5 - molgars

Mörk Borg

• Quest for the Murder Sword - Slot 15 - Diesel



Toon (Crawl of Catchtoolu)

• The Okayest Friends of Jackson Elias - Slot 5 -
ZoeKitten84

Trail of Cthulhu

• The Kingsbury Horror - Slot 9

Vaesen

• Bathhouse at Midnight - Slot 8 - AxidentalDM

• Daisy Cutter - Slot 6 - Diesel

• The Dance of Dreams - Slot 4 - Bitburg_Chef

• The Doom that Came to Strafjord - Slot 14 - Puddy_R

• The Friend, the Fiend and the Shadow of the Night - Slot
15 - Bitburg_Chef

• Giveback for Old Cheese - Slot 9 - Bitburg_Chef

• The Lannaholm Vanishings - Slot 5 - blythy

• Patronage of St. Elia - Slot 5 - AxidentalDM

• Smørheks - Slot 10 - Bitburg_Chef

• Svarteboken - Slot 10 - Matt Sanderson

Vampire: the Masquerade

• Corpse Heist - Slot 15 - linus.larsson



Game Slot 1
February 18, 00:30 - 04:30 UTC
February 17, 19:30 - 23:30 EST
February 18, 11:30 - 15:30 AEDT

The Warren for ALIEN: The Roleplaying Game

Offered by Diesel

For 3-5 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated character will be provided.

On Sartouli Station, the United Americas engages in
xenomorph research. What are their behavioral responses?
How do they procreate? What do they do with the victims
they take away? Every precaution is taken, but everyone
knows the risks. Still, there have been reports of missing
staff, with the list of accounted for crew dropping.

Your team has been sent to both replace the missing
personnel and to assist the station with finding what might
have happened to them. You step off your transport ship
knowing that there won't be another supply run to the station
for another month...

This game will be a mix of mystery and survival horror.
There is a very good chance that the PCs never leave the
space station.

Content Warnings: Body horror

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game Discussion, X-Card,
Lines and Veils

Roll20 link

Zoom Link

https://dateful.com/eventlink/2900473659
https://app.roll20.net/join/12320547/MSgstw
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/5239913278?pwd=L3lDR0JXMEpBTGU4R1g2dmVxK1ZLZz09


Cross My Heart & Hope to Die for Call of Cthulhu

Offered by molgars

For 3-4 players, ages 16 an older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

The year is 2008. My Chemical Romance rules the
airwaves, everyone is fighting to buy the brand new iPhone,
and asses everywhere are bedazzled with the word "Juicy."

You, meanwhile, are a high school senior. You're sitting in
detention, bored out of your mind, when you receive a text:
your former friend, Andrew Milton, has gone missing.

Will you solve the mystery of his disappearance, or are you
like, totally lame?

Content Warnings: Body horror, substance use, peril to
highschoolers.

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game Discussion, X-Card,
Lines and Veils

Game will use Game Table 2

Dockside Dogs for Call of Cthulhu

Offered by DeviantKraken

For 3-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

Modern day Los Angeles. A group of well-dressed criminals
arrive at a warehouse after pulling off an extraordinary
crime. They know each other only by their pseudonyms. The
plan is simply to sit tight until midnight when someone will
arrive to ferry them - and the loot - across the bay to make a
final delivery to the boss. Sounds easy, right?

But things take a turn for the weird; things which make the
criminals doubt the allegiances of the compatriots and their
own sanity.

It is going to be a long wait for the ferryman.

Content Warnings: Criminal activity, player-versus-player,
gaslighting, hallucination, unreality

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-
game Discussion

Foundry link to follow

Game will use Game Table 3



Summer of Sam for Call of Cthulhu

Offered by DoctorKreiner

For 2-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

New York City has had a rough year in 1977, with
everything from garbage strikes to serial killers. Citizens
can rest easy, now that the .44 Killer has been caught. So
when a young man goes missing, the case goes to people
who can handle it with discretion. Or at least, can keep the
weird details out of the newspapers.

Content Warnings: Blood, potential harm to animals and
teenagers.

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game Discussion

Game will use Game Table 5

The Necropolis for Call of Cthulhu

Offered by Shoggoth-Nito

For 4-6 players, no minimum age. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

"The excitement and anticipation of fame and riches propel
a team of explorers into a newly uncovered ancient tomb in
the Valley of the Egyptian Kings. What secrets, and horrors
await?"

4 to 6 players

Scary Good for ages 12 and up.

No Content Warnings.

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game Discussion

Game will use Game Table 4



Old Growth for Cthulhu Dark

Offered by ATHooks

For 3-5 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

In the murk of the early 1960s, there are flashes of
hope…The optimism of JFK and the liberating fun of the
Beatles lift America above nuclear terror. Even the Catholic
church sees new light here. In the redwood forests of
northern California, the Quiet Wind Monastery is built, and a
small group of nuns settle in to pursue a life of simple labor
and contemplation. But their presence here, in the shadows
beneath the old trees, will lead to a connection with
something removed from God.

Something else has been sleeping here, and surrounded by
so much devotion, it stirs. Will the faith of these women
serve as a bulwark between humanity and forces from
outside? Or will they be lost forever inside the old growth
forest, leaving the world outside defenseless?

Content Warnings: Body horror possible

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game Discussion, X-Card,
Lines and Veils

Game will use Game Table 6

Randomized Mysteries for Fear of the Unknown

Offered by Thomas Eliot

For 1-6 players, no minimum age. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

Fear of the Unknown is an upcoming improv focused RPG
about solving mysteries, encountering horrors, and how that
changes you as a person.

No Content Warnings.

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game Discussion, X-Card,
Lines and Veils

Google Meet Link to follow

Game will use Game Table 7



Scenario Title for Game System

Offered by GM_Username

For min-max players, ages min and older. This game is
beginner friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided. Characters will
be created during or before play by the players.

Submitted game pitch here

Content Warnings: Any listed content warnings here

Additional Safety Tools: Any listed additional safety tools
here

Virtual tabletop link if provided

Game table assignment or A/V link.

In Transit for Cthulhu Dark

Offered by Abbattior

For 2-4 players, no minimum age. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

Strangers awaken in an empty and dimly lit subway
carriage, going to an unknown destination. They recognize
each other from their daily commute. The air is sweltering
and constrictive, the windows show only darkness outside.

Their heads ache with the memory of being hunted and of
being caught.

Content Warnings: Body horror

No Additional Safety Tools.

Game will use Game Table 1

Game Slot 2
February 18, 05:00 - 09:00 UTC
February 18, 00:00 - 04:00 EST
February 18, 16:00 - 20:00 AEDT

https://dateful.com/eventlink/1369042342


Last Things Last for Delta Green

Offered by Shannon Mac

For 1-2 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

Two Delta Green agents are ordered to "clean out" a
deceased agent's home space. Poignant focus on the life of
a DG agent and what he gives up to be one.

Intensely investigative as this game is only for 1-2 players.
Should be okay as slot 2 doesn't get a lot of people anyway.

Scenario is published but I have made several changes.
Ideal for those new to Delta Green but it's fine for
experienced people who have not experienced the scenario
already.

Special note: I am using 7th CoC character sheets as I like
them more than the DG CS especially as I can put a photo
on the CoC CS. As a result there may be some mixing and
matching of the two games but nothing substantial.

Content Warnings: Mature
themes but not gross themes

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-
game Discussion

Game will use Game Table 2



Scenario Title for Game System

Offered by GM_Username

For min-max players, ages min and older. This game is
beginner friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided. Characters will
be created during or before play by the players.

Submitted game pitch here

Content Warnings: Any listed content warnings here

Additional Safety Tools: Any listed additional safety tools
here

Virtual tabletop link if provided

Game table assignment or A/V link.

Family Trees for Cthulhu Dark

Offered by KathrynJenkinsArt

For 3-4 players, ages 16 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Characters will be created during or before play by the
players.

It is 2019 and the Wardwell family have moved to
Scathsean manor on the Isle of Whitlatch, to become its
custodians during the winter season, before the tourists
flood in during the summer to admire the protected island
woods, the manor house and its historied gardens. As the
rough weather blows in and the Wardwell's settle into their
new nest, strange and unsightly events begin to make them
realise that Whitlatch's dark historical events might be closer
to them than they think, and far from over.

Content Warnings: Violence, gore, body horror,
supernatural horror, eldritch horror, and mind tricks

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game Discussion, X-Card

Game will use Game Table 2

Game Slot 3
February 18, 10:00 - 14:00 UTC
February 18, 05:00 - 09:00 EST
February 18, 21:00 - 01:00 AEDT

https://dateful.com/eventlink/2732429557


Scenario Title for Game System

Offered by GM_Username

For min-max players, ages min and older. This game is
beginner friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided. Characters will
be created during or before play by the players.

Submitted game pitch here

Content Warnings: Any listed content warnings here

Additional Safety Tools: Any listed additional safety tools
here

Virtual tabletop link if provided

Game table assignment or A/V link.

The Ragged Army for Jaws of the Six Serpents

Offered by Scott Dorward

For 3-5 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

You live between the cracks of the city of Araquin, surviving
by thieving, begging, or doing whatever foul things will get
you the coin for food and shelter. You are invisible, you are
legion, and you may be the last chance the city has.

Araquin is under siege, and as panic grows and food runs
short, the social order is collapsing. This could be your hour
come at last — a chance to rise again, a chance to be a
hero, or a chance to tear down a world that has treated you
terribly. The choice is yours!

A grimy, grubby but oddly hopeful sword and sorcery romp.

Content Warnings: Violence, poverty, starvation, threat to
children, social inequality, mental illness, addiction, sex work

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game
Discussion, Lines and Veils

Game will use Game Table 3

Fish Heist for Honey Heist + Monkey Business

Offered by Tom Bagatelle

For 3-6 players, no minimum age. This game is beginner
friendly.
Characters will be created during or before play by the
players.

The National Aquarium - filled with priceless fish from
around the world - is having its grand opening. You are
going to undertake the greatest heist the world has ever
seen. Two Things…

One: You have a complex plan that requires precise timing.

Two: You are a bunch of stray cats.

- Honey Heist bone structure with the Monkey Business
system pumping blood through the game.

Content Warnings: If you don't like cats, fish, or heists this
is probably not for you.

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game Discussion, X-Card,
Lines and Veils

Game will use Game Table 1

[Expected high demand]



Bake or Death for Matrons of Mystery

Offered by Sue

For 2-4 players, no minimum age. This game is beginner
friendly.
Characters will be created during or before play by the
players.

Everyone knows who's going to win the annual village
baking contest. Up until the day of the contest, that is, when
the village's star baker is found murdered in the village hall,
right before the contest was about to start! The police don't
have a crumb of evidence to go on, so it's down to the older
ladies of the village to find the killer - before anyone else
ends up getting iced.

Matrons of Mystery is a cosy mystery RPG inspired by
British mystery TV shows including Miss Marple and
Rosemary & Thyme. There is no set solution; instead the
players will come up with their own solution based on the
clues they discover.

No Content Warnings.

Additional Safety Tools: X-Card,
Lines and Veils

Google Jam Board Link

Game will use Game Table 4

[Expected high demand]

https://jamboard.google.com/d/1EmyKhctUgWflM-AWcuOwOrTVxoiuA1r2hK1DcWrPPnw/edit?usp=sharing


Of Sorrow and Clay for Call of Cthulhu

Offered by 4AcrossIsEmu

For 2-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

Deep in the central Appalachian highlands, Malcolm
Calahan has gone missing, at the age of 89. He just got up
and walked out, saying “Best go see Sadie, she’ll be
waiting.” Or so his neighbour, Jack, tells it. The brooding
mountain forests of the holler where your mother, Sadie,
went missing 45 years earlier are treacherous and no place
for a foolish old man. Worried, Jack has contacted his
children to come back home to help look for the old bastard.
It’s been years since you’ve been to that old shack but he’s
family, right? What else can youdo?

Content Warnings: Body horror, gas lighting, illness, and
death of family.

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game Discussion, Lines and
Veils

Roll20 Link

Game will use Game Table 1

Game Slot 4
February 18, 15:00 - 19:00 UTC
February 18, 10:00 - 14:00 EST
February 19, 02:00 - 06:00 AEDT

https://app.roll20.net/join/9102774/0mP9YQ
https://dateful.com/eventlink/2275632281


Palatine Light for Call of Cthulhu

Offered by Anthony Lee-Dudley

For 3-6 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

Date: Christmas 1927

Location: Block Island, Rhode Island

A varied group of associates of the notorious crime boss
Aidan Doyle are 'asked' to brave the stormy waters of Block
Island Sound and iron out a few wrinkles that are
threatening the opening of his latest business venture La
Canard Noir on Block Island itself.

The island, and its inhabitants, have something of a
reputation, however, it just wouldn't do let Mr Doyle's
reputation become sullied now, would it.

Sláinte!

Content Warnings: Mental health issues

Additional Safety Tools: X-Card, Lines and Veils

Roll20 Link

Game will use Game Table 2

Pulvis et Umbra Sumus for Call of Cthulhu

Offered by Fragslag

For 4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

Saturday 21st December 2019, 3pm. Presque Isle
International Airport, Maine.

Disembarking from the small aircraft you walk the short
distance into the arrivals hall and see reunions all around.
Families happy to be together for the holidays. Hugs and
smiles are shared then people swiftly make their way
towards the doors and onward. A handful of others on their
own walk purposefully away as though this is little more
than a routine bus ride. The four of you look around
hesitantly to get your bearings. You know why you are here
and this needs to work out, however unlikely it seems.

This is a Cthulhu modern scenario by Matt Sanderson from
Fears's Sharp Little Needles.

Content Warnings: Thematically dark and horrific but no
specific topic to flag

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-
game Discussion, X-Card, Lines
and Veils

Game will use Game Table 4

https://app.roll20.net/join/6257589/bHxYVQ


The Last Log for Call of Cthulhu (In Space)

Offered by random-answer

For 2-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

The SS Thatcher has been diverted from it's usual ore
hauling run to check in on the mining survey team on Pozalt
VII, who haven't been heard from for several months.

It could be a rescue mission, it could simply be a resupply
run, but it's unlikely to be dangerous.

This is a Call of Cthulhu scenario set in Space originally
published in White Dwarf Issue 56 (Aug 1984), though I've
tweaked the scenario and updated it for 7E.

Content Warnings: Nothing you wouldn't expect from a
Cthulhu game, death and eldritch horror, but nothing really
horrific.

Additional Safety Tools: Lines and Veils

Game will use Game Table 3

The Bonecollectors for Call of Cthulhu (Pulp
Cthulhu)

Offered by KarlRodriguez

For 4-6 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

Medieval Pulp Cthulhu!

Will PCs from opposite sides join together to face horrors
worse than the battle they just fought? Set in the Aftermath
of the Battle of Towton something wrong is happening in the
woods. Players will play knights, squires, bowmen, men-at-
arms, or camp followers from Lancaster and York forces on
that cold Palm Sunday of 29 March 1461. Intro scene will
highlight phases of the battle where PCs may or may not
have participated.

Content Warnings: War scenes and dead bodies

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game Discussion, Lines and
Veils

Roll20 Link to follow.

Game will use Game Table 10



Scenario Title for Game System

Offered by GM_Username

For min-max players, ages min and older. This game is
beginner friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided. Characters will
be created during or before play by the players.

Submitted game pitch here

Content Warnings: Any listed content warnings here

Additional Safety Tools: Any listed additional safety tools
here

Virtual tabletop link if provided

Game table assignment or A/V link.

Grave Danger for Dead of Night

Offered by Scott Dorward

For 3-5 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

The old Billings Field Cemetery is a peaceful place. Burials
are rare, visitors are few, and the ageing custodian has
been losing his battle with nature.

All in all, it's the perfect place to raise a family.

Your tribe have been living in the warrens under Billings
Field for as long as you remember. Its remoteness lets you
keep your dealings with the politics and infighting of ghoul
society to a minimum. And apart from the occasional hunt,
you have almost no dealing with the human world.

Now everything is about to change. Your home is in peril,
your lives are in upheaval, and your small tribe will have to
band together to survive as part of a new, large and
terrifying world.

Content Warnings: Violence, gore, anthrophagy

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game
Discussion, Lines and Veils

Game will use Game Table 7

Extraction for Cosmic Dark

Offered by Graham

For 3-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Characters will be created during or before play by the
players.

As the shuttle descends, the asteroid glows beneath you
with a phosphorescent violet light. This is your home for the
next year. You must analyse the rock, sink a mineshaft and
extract what lies beneath the surface.

This is a playtest scenario for Cosmic Dark, my adaptation
of Cthulhu Dark for space horror. Like all my scenarios, it
focusses on psychological horror rather than combat.

Content Warnings: Any listed content warnings here

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game Discussion, X-Card

Game will use Game Table 5

[Expected high demand] [Expected high demand]



Wolves of Welton for Dungeons and Dragons 5E

Offered by thelilscientist

For 3-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

It’s been a long time since the people of Welton have
worried about anything more frightening than sheep ticks or
a late frost, but a now a pack of strangely determined
wolves is driving farmers from their fields and spiriting away
entire flocks in the middle of the night. With food supplies
running low and their sorcerer-in-residence nowhere to be
found, the village council sends out a desperate plea for
brave adventurers to destroy the beasts for good. Is the job
as easy as a walk in the woods, or is there more to the
Wolves of Welton than mere animal cunning? There's only
one way to find out…

Content Warnings: Fantasy horror and gore

Additional Safety Tools: X-Card

Roll20 Link

Game will use Game Table 8

The Corruption from the Dark for Microscope

Offered by iPwnedMSCS

For 2-3 players, ages 16 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Characters will be created during or before play by the
players.

Humanity never discovered whether the Destroyers came
from the Inner or Outer dark, all they knew is that the Grand
Empire fell to them. An age has passed. New alliances are
forged and old enmities flare once more.

Want to explore an epic history of your own creation,
hundreds or thousands of years long, all in an afternoon?
That's Microscope.

You won't play the game in chronological order. You can
defy the limits of time and space, jumping backward or
forward to explore the parts of the history that interest you.

Content Warnings: No up front content warnings. The
setting and topics will be generated during play. Part of the
game play loop is determining what topics are off the table
before starting.

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game Discussion, Lines and
Veils

Trello Link

Game will use
Game Table 9

https://app.roll20.net/join/11106192/AnJEKg
https://trello.com/invite/b/rAl8apV1/ce9a87d17b738238cd45a022dc41f50a/the-corruption-from-the-dark


Scenario Title for Game System

Offered by GM_Username

For min-max players, ages min and older. This game is
beginner friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided. Characters will
be created during or before play by the players.

Submitted game pitch here

Content Warnings: Any listed content warnings here

Additional Safety Tools: Any listed additional safety tools
here

Virtual tabletop link if provided

Game table assignment or A/V link.

The Dance of Dreams for Vaesen

Offered by Bitburg_Chef

For 3-5 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

Welcome to Vaesen - a nordic horror RPG set in the 1860s

This is the intro scenario to Vaesen from the Core-book rule
book.

Strange events are happening at the Witch-Cat Inn just
south of Uppsala. A mysterious playbill is send as a cryptic
invitation that will set a whole range of gears into motion.

This scenario is ideal for new player; No rule knowledge
required.

Pre-gens are provided but can also be created in game.

Content Warnings: Body horror, violence, and torture

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game Discussion, X-Card,
Lines and Veils

Roll20 Link

Game will use Game Table 12

Ironshrike for Spire: The City Must Fall

Offered by seanfsmith

For 2-5 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

Deep in Derelictus, below and behind the questionable
delights of Threadneedle Square and the dangers of Red
Row, somewhere close to the rotting heart of Spire itself, is
Ironshrike: the last market before you hit rock bottom.

Here, the desperate and the doomed sell what junk they can
find for enough silver to stay alive for one more day.
Hundreds of souls struggle against each other, hauling
themselves up on the backs of others before they are
dragged down again.

If anyone is benefitting from the ceaseless struggle, it is not
the denizens of Ironshrike – and it is not the drow, in whom
the market destroys all pride, all solidarity, all grace. It is
instead the aelfir up-Spire – and, closer to the market itself,
the sinister sect that feeds off the commerce and chaos
there.

And so the Ministry desires something done: the murder of
a market.

Content Warnings: Bodyhorror, abject poverty, cannibalism,
body modification

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-
game Discussion, X-Card,
Lines and Veils

Game will use Game Table 11

https://app.roll20.net/join/10931096/4C-dHA


Game Slot 5
February 18, 20:00 - 00:00 UTC
February 18, 15:00 - 19:00 EST
February 19, 07:00 - 11:00 AEDT

Attack of the Rabbit Killer: Carrot’N’Roll for Brain
Soda

Offered by Alixo

For 3-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

Attack of the Killer Rabbit! A new movie by Director Alan
Smithee!

Playing as pre-generated victims/teenagers in a slasher
movie, your goal is to make the body count as high as
possible by playing your role in that poor excuse of a movie!

Playing as a bimbo, a jock, a stoner, or a preppy, you'll have
to survive the massacre (or not!) while also having some
great fun in that weird and low-budget scenario!

Brain Soda is a game system based on light rules, strange
skills ("Building a parachute with my underwear" could be
one of them!), and a lot of clichés! Any question regarding
the

The game is a full-on parody of those really bad and awful
horror movies from the 80s/90s. If you have any questions
regarding anything specific, I'll be happy to answer them!

Content Warnings: Some possible gore and light reverence
to sexual behavior.

No Additional Safety Tools.

Game will use Game Table 1

https://dateful.com/eventlink/2821620742


The Dying at St. Brigid’s for Call of Cthulhu

Offered by Barendd

For 3-5 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

On the remote Scottish island of St Brigid’s, Investigators
take jobs at an all-girls private school. Each is searching for
an acquaintance who disappeared from the school. The
Investigators’ Drives carry them forward with increasing
excitement and anticipation. But what they discover drives
them to the edge of insanity.

In this game, there is no escape, no comfort, no salvation
when faced with horror from beyond. You are powerless and
insignificant: your only choices are death, insanity or a quiet
life with a shattered mind.

Guns will not help you, reason will not protect you, faith will
not give you comfort.

This is a classic/purist scenario. Like much of Lovecraft's
fiction, it is not meant to be a scenario that the Investigators
will be able to "win." Rather, it is a scenario about discovery
and what happens to the Investigators when they face a
horror that they cannot overcome.

Content Warnings: Death, madness, and futility of PC’s
actions

Additional Safety Tools:
Lines and Veils

Roll20 Link to follow.

Game will use Game Table
4

The Sanitorium for Call of Cthulhu

Offered by Sean

For 3-5 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

A few days visit with an old friend on an offshore island
seems like an ideal way to relax, but not all vacations turn
out as one would wish. Help me dust off an old classic.

Content Warnings: NPCs are primarily residents at a
sanitorium.

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game Discussion

Game will use Game Table 2



Saturnine Chalice for Call of Cthulhu

Offered by Bitburg_Chef

For 3-5 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

Written by Matthew Sanderson

The scenario works best with groups of up to five investigators. The
atmosphere is intended to be weird and strange. More of an
investigative than a combative scenario, the investigators have to
deduce what is really going on and what the consequences of their
actions might be, rather than face a straight-up monster fight.

Hook:
Something went wrong at the heist; In and out in 15 minutes the Boss
said. Easy pickings and no resistance from the other Family… Well
F!!! Not only was "Greasy Thumb" Guzik and his men home, but they
waited for you to get to the safe… You were set up. Rocco, Shaun and
Arrigo are dead; you got a hefty beating and a couple of scars. You
managed to hold on a couple bags but someone ratted you out - or -
one of you is working for Guzik. Whatever; New York is too hot now,
not only are the man from "Greasy Thumb" after you but also the cops
who got alerted during the fiasco. Best to drive up north towards
Canada and lay low with what you got... and maybe you can figure out
who the rat was...

Content Warnings: Body horror, violence, and torture

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game
Discussion, X-Card, Lines and Veils

Roll20 Link

Game will use Game Table 7

The Way of All Flesh for Call of Cthulhu

Offered by Scott Dorward

For 2-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

Reverend Cobb and his family have just moved to the small
town of Boreham, in rural Massachusetts. The First
Congregational Church has been without a rector since the
disappearance of Reverend Winthrop a few months ago.
However unfortunate the circumstances, this may present
an opportunity for renewal, both for the Cobbs and the
people of Boreham.

The reverend has challenges to overcome, however. Winter
is here, and with it, long, dark nights and heavy snow,
cutting the town off from the rest of the world. The townsfolk
have become reclusive, and attendance at the church has
dwindled. Surely the arrival of a new rector will bring the
congregation back. Or maybe the problem is not that the

locals have lost their faith, but
that they have found a new
one…

Content Warnings: Self-harm,
harm to children, gore, body
horror, blasphemy

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-
game Discussion, Lines and
Veils

Game will use Game Table 3

[Expected high demand]

https://app.roll20.net/join/11256828/cay6Ig


Scenario Title for Game System

Offered by GM_Username

For min-max players, ages min and older. This game is
beginner friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided. Characters will
be created during or before play by the players.

Submitted game pitch here

Content Warnings: Any listed content warnings here

Additional Safety Tools: Any listed additional safety tools
here

Virtual tabletop link if provided

Game table assignment or A/V link.

The Hunt for Call of Cthulhu (Cthulhu Dark Ages)

Offered by Togsee

For 3 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

*"The Avon Valley 956 AD - the Forest of Deane covers an
enormous swathe of the countryside and is said to hide all
manner of horrors amongst the trees."*

*"So with night approaching and a storm slowing their
progress, we join a priest their bodyguard and recently
purchased slave as panic sets in."*

- A Cthulhu Dark Ages scenario written by Chad Bowser and
Andi Newton.

Content Warnings: Peril to infants, body horror, insanity,
slavery

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game Discusson, X-Card,
Lines and Veils

Roll20 Link to follow.

Game will use Game Table 8

Weekend in the Woods for Call of Cthulhu

Offered by Michael D

For 4-5 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

1922, New Hampshire, deep in the Green Mountains. A bus
drops off a dozen Boy Scouts from Arkham, Massachusetts
to enjoy the last August weekend at a campground in the
woods. The players, all scouts, have free reign of the lake,
the lodge, and the campground. It's a beautiful weekend
with a slight chance for late afternoon thunderstorms. What
can possibly go wrong?

Classic 1920s Cthulhu, Pre gens provided. (Call of Cthulhu
7th ed. 4-5 Players. 4 hr duration.)

Voice/Video to be handled on the Good Friends Discord.
Character sheets, rolls, SFX, and handouts to be run on
Foundry VTT.

Content Warnings: Body horror, child endangerment and
death

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game Discussion, X-Card

Foundry Link to follow.

Game will use Game Table 6



Field of Screams for Call of Cthulhu (Pulp Cthulhu)

Offered by Diesel

For 3-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

Come play with the author of the Electrum bestselling
Miskatonic Repository scenario!

If you build it… THEY will come! In this baseball-themed
Pulp Cthulhu scenario, investigators play members of the All
Nations baseball team, a team comprised of players that
have been shut out of the major leagues. Now, they’re
barnstorming across the country, playing games in whatever
small town will have them.

Now the owner has scheduled a game on a piece of land
near a town that loves baseball. The only problem is that
nobody in town wants to attend the game, because they all
think that field is haunted by ghosts! The investigators are
going to have to figure out what is going on with that field,
and possibly, confront these evil spirits that threaten to ruin
the baseball game! Little do the investigators know that

these apparitions are not, in fact,
ghosts, but actually something
much worse. In fact, the problem
may go much DEEPER than the
investigators could ever expect…

Content Warnings: Body horror

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-
game Discussion, X-Card, Lines
and Veils

Roll20 Link

Zoom Link

Horror at Havel’s Cross for Dungeons and Dragons
5E

Offered by thelilscientist

For 3-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

Players will be level 2 fantasy heroes that answer a call of
assistance from a group of archaeologists who need help to
escort a valuable artifact back to civilization. For
experienced adventurers like yourselves, nobody expects
anything out of the ordinary. However, our heroes will have
more than mere bandits to deal with at Havel’s Cross. Will
they be able to survive the horrors waiting for them and
piece together a ghoulish mystery?

Content Warnings: Fantasy horror and gore

Additional Safety Tools: X-Card

Roll20 Link

Game will use Game Table 9

[Expected high demand]

ttps://app.roll20.net/join/10817419/wH-tzA
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/5239913278?pwd=L3lDR0JXMEpBTGU4R1g2dmVxK1ZLZz09
https://app.roll20.net/join/12035625/vhluGQ


Death on the Docks for GangBusters! (1st Edition)

Offered by Dirk the Dice

For 4-5 players, ages 16 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

The only thing not on strike on the Lakefront docks is
Death...

Unions: Comrades, when we take control of the union, I
promise you those corrupt capitalist swine will pay in blood
for their crimes!

Gangsters: Gentlemen, trust me . . . once we control the
Lakefront City docks we'll have this whole city by its throat.

When these two groups clash, the only result is death ...
Death on the Docks!

You will play characters who are the thin blue line of truth
and justice in Lakefront City. Prohibition Agents, Feds and
Street cops come together to bust gangs in this rip-roaring,
pulp adventure.

For a shoggoth-free 1920s experience, knock 3 times and
ask for Dirk.

Content Warnings: Pulp violence,
1980s sensiblities reflecting on the 20s

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game
Discussion

Roll20 Link

Zoom Link

The Crown of Winter for Liminal

Offered by Sue

For 4-5 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.It's a well-
established fact that no private detective can go on holiday
without being interrupted by a murder. Similarly, a
paranormal investigation group can't go on holiday without
strange goings-on. You've paid no attention to the reports of
ghosts up in the mountains, but the strange woman who's
just interrupted your breakfast by collapsing on the floor is
going to be harder to ignore.

Liminal is an urban fantasy game set in modern day Britain,
featuring a hidden world of magic and the supernatural,
inspired by works such as Rivers of London and The
Dresden Files.

Content Warnings: Domestic abuse

Additional Safety Tools: X-Card, Lines and Veils

Roll20 Link

Game will use Game Table 11

[Expected high demand]

https://app.roll20.net/join/12375478/Y9XNiA
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/87613647783
https://app.roll20.net/join/11992738/eR0Qjg


Scenario Title for Game System

Offered by GM_Username

For min-max players, ages min and older. This game is
beginner friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided. Characters will
be created during or before play by the players.

Submitted game pitch here

Content Warnings: Any listed content warnings here

Additional Safety Tools: Any listed additional safety tools
here

Virtual tabletop link if provided

Game table assignment or A/V link.

Frosh Week for Monsterhearts

Offered by molgars

For 3-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Characters will be created during or before play by the
players.

It is orientation week at your university and you are excited
to start your new journey as a college freshman! Also, you
are a monster.

Drinking, partying, and feelings abound in this player-driven
adventure.

Buckle up, because this is going to get messy.

Content Warnings: Substance use, sexual references,
flirtation, and (veiled) sex are typical though not required
should players prefer.

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game Discussion, X-Card,
Lines and Veils

Game will use Game Table 13

Everybody Get Psycho for Monster of the Week

Offered by DontStopMeNow

For 3-4 players, ages 16 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

Everybody Get Psycho is a prewritten adventure for MotW
from the Tome of Mysteries. A teenager murders her family
with a chainsaw, exhibiting supernatural strength and
ruthlessness. How many more people will die before our
investigators get to the bottom of what is really happening?

Monster of the Week is a standalone action-horror RPG for
3-5 people. Hunt high school beasties a la Buffy the
Vampire Slayer, travel the country to bring down unnatural
creatures like the Winchester brothers of Supernatural, or
head up the government investigation like Mulder and
Scully.

Monster of the Week is a Powered by the Apocalypse
system.

Content Warnings: Gore, violence

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game Discussion, X-Card,
Lines and Veils

Roll20 Link

Game will use Game Table 12

[WARNINg: extreme content]

https://app.roll20.net/join/12366676/34iUyQ


The Okayest Friends of Jackson Elias for Toon
(Crawl of Catchtoolu)

Offered by ZoeKitten84

For 3-5 players, no minimum age. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

Saint Olaf, Minnesota and the Okayest Friends hears the
calls of Jackson Elias-literally. He is stuck in a giant hole
and he needs the Okayest Friends help! Rush off to save
the day...maybe.

Content Warnings: Cartoon violence

No Additional Safety Tools.

Roll20 Link

Game will use Game Table14

The Lannaholm Vanishings for Vaesen

Offered by blythy

For 3-4 players, ages 16 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

Sweden, 1873. A messenger pigeon has arrived at The
Society's HeadQuarters in Castle Gyllencreutz, Upsala. An
anonymous handwritten note asks for your help. The writer
claims a number of people have vanished from a small
village on the edge of Lannaholm forest. The writer suspects
supernatural forces and has heard of The Society and its
members - people with “the sight” who can see supernatural
beings and put a stop to their nefarious activities. The note
begs you to investigate.

Vaesen is a game of 19th Century Gothic Horror that uses
the Year Zero Engine.

(Roll20 will be used as a VTT and Googlemeet for Video &
Voice)

No Content Warnings.

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-
game Discussion, X-Card, Lines
and Veils

Roll20 Link

Google Meet Link

https://app.roll20.net/campaigns/details/12295554/the-okayest-friends-of-jackson-elias
https://app.roll20.net/join/12376023/rTCTAQ
http://meet.google.com/bca-mjon-cti


Patronage of St. Elia for Vaesen

Offered by AccidentalDM

For 3-5 players, no minimum age. This game is beginner
friendly.
Characters will be created during or before play by the
players.

A member of the Society receives a letter from a friend in
the small, Finnish village of Koivu in the Lapland region. The
priest of Saint Elia Church has been murdered in a most
bizzare fashion.

Content Warnings: Moderate violience, loss of self-control,
abudction

No Additional Safety Tools.

Game will use Game Table 16



Missed Dues for Call of Cthulhu

Offered by 1moreuser

For 3-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly. Pre-generated characters will be provided.

It is October 26, 1922 in Arkham, MA. You (a low level
criminal) have been summoned to the office of a local crime
boss named Mordecai “The Hammer” O’Leary. He’s got a
simple job for you and your criminal associates: figure out
what happened to a small-time burglar, and why he hasn’t
paid the mob a cut from his last job.

This is one of the two scenarios included with the Call of
Cthulhu Keeper screen. Pre-gens will be provided. Roll20
for dice, character sheets, and handouts.

Content Warnings: Criminal Activity

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game Discussion, X-Card

Roll20 Game

Game will use Game Table 1

Game Slot 6
February 19, 00:30 - 04:30 UTC
February 18, 19:30 - 23:30 EST
February 19, 11:30 - 15:30 AEDT

https://app.roll20.net/join/12331136/woztGg
https://dateful.com/eventlink/2681014955


Scenario Title for Game System

Offered by GM_Username

For min-max players, minimum age. This game is (not)
beginner friendly.
Characters will be created during or before play by the
players. Characters will be created during or before play by
the players.

Submitted game pitch here

Content Warnings: Any listed content warnings here

Additional Safety Tools: Any listed additional safety tools
here

Virtual tabletop link if provided

Game table assignment or A/V link.

What Remains of Vulcan for Call of Cthulhu

Offered by DoctorKreiner

For 4-8 players, ages 16 and older. This game is beginner
friendly. Pre-generated characters will be provided.

Etheric Science! Interplanetary Adventure! And the remains
of a dead World! All this waits to confront the crew of HMS
Ariadne, the second human expedition to the asteroid belt in
the year 1890. What created the Asteroids? What
happened to the first expedition? And what connection
might this have to the civilizations of Mars?

A mashup of Space:1889 and Call of Cthulhu in the grand
pulp adventure tradition.

Content Warnings: None

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game discussion

Game will use Game Table 3

Scritch Scratch for Call of Cthulhu

Offered by TenSoon’s Shadow

For 4-6 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly. Pre-generated characters will be provided.

What horror lies in the strange town of Muscoby?

A ratter who has always been there has been retired to a
home and moved away. The house he lived in is a wreck. A
crew of investigative journalists are making a documentary
as the town hires out a group to clean up the house and get
it ready to be moved into. But something is wrong. Will you
survive to figure out the true secret of Muscoby?

Session will be 4 hours with pre-gens supplied.

Content Warnings: Language, Gore, and Vermin

Additional Safety Tools: Lines and Veils

Game will use Game Table 2



Graduation Night for Dead of Night

Offered by INQUIST

For 3-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly. Characters will be created during or before play by
the players.

The Breakfast Club meets Wrong Turn

It's 1997 and the only thing left for the graduating class of
Carver High to do is to party. You are a group of disparate
teenagers thrown together by circumstance and set upon by
deadly foes.

Can you survive Graduation Night?

Content Warnings: Violence, Language, Gore, Bullying,
Torture, Snakes, and Demon Worship

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game Discussion, X-Card

Roll20 Game

Game will use Game Table 4

Last Things Last for Delta Green

Offered by Nathan

For 3-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly. Pre-generated characters will be provided.

A classic introductory scenario for Delta Green, Agents are
tasked with cleaning up after the death of a fellow agent.
The secrets they uncover may divide them.

No Content Warnings.

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game Discussion, X-Card

Game will use Game Table 5

https://app.roll20.net/join/12128690/zxoc4A


Randomized Mysteries for Fear of the Unknown

Offered by Thomas Eliot

For 1-6 players, of any age. This game is beginner friendly.
Characters will be created during or before play by the
players.

Fear of the Unknown is an upcoming improv focused RPG
about solving mysteries, encountering horrors, and how that
changes you as a person.

No Content Warnings.

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game Discussion, X-Card,
Lines and Veils

Game will use Game Table 6

CLEAN LIVING for Homebrew (Delta Green-based)

Offered by mellonbread

For 2-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly. Pre-generated characters will be provided.

All is not as it seems in Squiddler’s Patch, a rural town in
the Colville National Forest where an unknown party is
hoarding black market Bio Organic Weapons. The Division
of Security Operations fears a bioterror attack in the making.
The elite Agents of the WAKING MANDALAS are on the
case.

A Resident Evil adventure for two to four players.

Content Warnings: Canon typical violence, deadly diseases

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game Discussion

Roll20 Link

Game will use Game Table 7

https://app.roll20.net/join/10727146/biwcNg


Something Strange at Circle Q for Kids on Bikes

Offered by DontStopMeNow

For 3-4 players, no minimum age. This game is beginner
friendly. Characters will be created during or before play by
the players.

Nestled in the shadow of Cheyenne Mountain, just 90
minutes from lovely downtown Colorado Springs, Carson
Creek is indistinguishable from a dozen other small towns in
Colorado. For a 12-year-old with nothing to do except get in
trouble, the only real place to hang out is the local Circle Q
convenience store.

But not is all as it seems in Carson Creek - and the fate of
the whole town may soon lie in the hands of four kids on
bikes.

Something Strange at Circle Q is featured in the Kids on
Bikes Strange Adventures Volume 1.

Content Warnings: Violence involving kids, aliens, mind-
control

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game Discussion, X-Card,
Lines and Veils

Game will use Game Table 8

Sepulcher of the Swamp Witch for Mörk Borg

Offered by DeviantKraken

For 2-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly. Characters will be created during or before play by
the players.

East of Lake Onda in the Slithering Swamp is the Swamp
Witch's ancient sepulchre and an altar of dead roots
covered in lost symbols. They say if certain forbidden words
are chanted at it, any wish is fulfilled. Even stopping the
approaching Doom is not outside the powers of the Swamp
Witch's altar.

You stumbled on these forbidden words on a murdered
messenger wearing mad King Fathmu IX's crest in a ditch.
You just need to get past the Strange Serpent Drug Cult
lairing in the ancient tomb and reach the altar to make your
wish.

Content Warnings: Violence, blood, gore, cults, snakes,
swamps, ritual sacrifice, potential PvP, psychedelic drug use

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game Discussion

Virtual tabletop link to follow.

Game will use Game Table 9



Snake People

Offered by iPwnedMSCS

For 1-5 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly. Characters will be created during or before play by
the players.

What happens on the day after the apocalypse? When all
your plans go up in smoke, what do you want for your
future? How do you make sense of your past?

In Snake People: A Game of Anticipatory Grief, players craft
a shared world of mortality and hope. Choose your species,
then follow the game’s prompts and questions through a
storytelling process to learn your characters stories, their
shared history, and their legacy. Imagine the world you want
for those who come after you.

Content Warnings: This game take place after the
cataclysmic fall of humanity. The exact nature of this event
will be determined in play. The game explores topics of
grief, mortality, and aging.

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game Discussion, X-Card,
Lines and Veils

Foundry link

Game will use Game Table 10

Daisy Cutter for Vaesen

Offered by Diesel

For 3-4 players, ages 16 and older. This game is beginner
friendly. Pre-generated characters will be provided.

The rivers of Scandinavia are vital sources of power, milling
the grain that the farmers make, with makeshift towns being
made around the area. Glomme is one such town, right by
the river and surrounded by farms on one side and wetlands
on the other.

The Society, an organization dedicated to resolving issues
with Mythic Vaesen, receives a letter from the church,
complaining that after the local church burned down in
Glomme, they have had trouble helping their priest in the
area, as everyone they send is found days later, several
parishes away, remembering nothing about their visit to
Glomme. The church suspects Vaesen involvement, and
thinks that the answers can be found in local farmer Mattias
Thrane, who has amassed a large, almost cultlike following
of his local farmers...

Content Warnings: Religion, murder, grief, possible harm to
animals

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game Discussion, X-Card,
Lines and Veils

Roll20 Link

Game will use Game Table 11

https://foundry.cbetancourt.com/join
https://app.roll20.net/join/11403679/EHgJNg


Game Slot 7
February 19, 05:00 - 09:00 UTC
February 19, 00:00 - 04:00 EST
February 19, 16:00 - 20:00 AEDT

Back Again from the Broken Land

Offered by DeviantKraken

For 3-4 players, ages 18 and over. This game is beginner
friendly. Characters will be created during or before play by
the players.

You are little people who walked into a big war. The
Doomslord’s forces were gathered in the Broken Land, and
your fellowship played a small but crucial role in their fall.
Now, laden with stories to tell and burdens to bear, you set
off on the journey home. But the Doomslord’s Hunters are
still out there, and it’s a long way to walk…. Back again from
the Broken Land.

Back Again from the Broken Land is a tabletop roleplaying
game of small adventurers sharing stories on a long walk
home. The game is inspired by the emotional, even
bittersweet stretches of The Hobbit and The Lord of the
Rings. The game uses a PbtA system and is heavy on
improvisation. The players will help to create the world and
will be frequently asked to tell stories about their character's
past.

Content Warnings: None

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game Discussion, Lines and
Veils

Character sheets

Game will use Game Table 1

https://dateful.com/eventlink/2013758843
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/19oLUVkCc7xE_KGLFC6gxVoGLMIZ6erHMUZnyQZLiwBY/edit#gid=0


Fear of Flying for Call of Cthulhu

Offered by tuolei

For 3-4 players of any age. This game is beginner friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

It's fast, convenient, and very modern. The best people are
doing it, and it's the only way to travel if you're in a hurry. It's
June 1924, and civil aviation is coming along in leaps and
bounds. Already there are gigantic aircraft that can carry ten
or more passengers in relative luxury - true liners of the air.
The investigators are to travel on such a plane, a British-
built Tabor airliner with a crew of three and seating twelve
passengers.

Join the jet-set before there was a jet-set on this jaunt in
style between Boston. Massachusetts and Vancouver,
British Columbia. What could go wrong? After all, horror is
a journey, not a destination.

Please note that I am a new Keeper - new players are
welcome.

Content Warnings: alcohol, avians, blood, mind control,
guns, heights, horror, reptiles, vehicular trauma, potential for
disaster, weapons

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game Discussion

Roll20 link

Game will use Game Table 2

Moonbase Blues for Mothership

Offered by TRNSHMN

For 3-4 players, ages 18 and over. This game is beginner
friendly. Characters will be created during or before play by
the players.

You were meant to wake at your destination. Instead, the
gentle hiss of the hypersleep pod is barely heard over the
blare and pounding of an automated warning system. You
stumble out on rubbery legs, weak from long space travel,
and fumble to turn it off. The pounding doesn't stop. A view
port nearby reveals a pale lunar landscape, and a figure,
beating on the window. You step closer to get a better look,
straining to read his lips.

"Come join me. The stars are beautiful today."

Content Warnings: body horror, mutilation, loss of self

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game Discussion, Lines and
Veils

Foundry link to follow

Game will use Game Table 3

https://app.roll20.net/campaigns/details/12339963/call-of-cthulhu-fear-of-flying


Game Slot 8
February 19, 10:00 - 14:00 UTC
February 19, 05:00 - 09:00 EST
February 19, 21:00 - 01:00 AEDT

Pilgrim’s Hope for Call of Cthulhu (Down Darker
Trails)

Offered by Mr Spike

For 4 players, ages 18 and over. This game is beginner
friendly. Pre-generated characters will be provided.

1885 North West Illinois, the Driftless Area

The investigators are all members of "Buffalo Bill’s Wild
West" tour of the USA, starring the famous sharpshooters
Annie Oakley and Frank Butler.

You have set up your marquee and other attractions in
Pleasant Valley, just west of the Mississippi, a couple of
miles from the small frontier town of Pilgrim's Hope. It's an
hour until your first performance and folk from the
neighbouring towns and homesteads have been arriving
throughout the day.

This is a Down Darker Trails scenario for Call of Cthulhu 7e
by Jazmin Ospa.

Content Warnings: Snakes! Why did it have to be snakes?!

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game
Discussion, X-Card, Lines and Veils

Game will use Game Table 1

https://dateful.com/eventlink/3320773084


Hark! The Riddle Pig! for Heart: The City Beneath

Offered by TRNSHMN

For 3-4 players, ages 18 and over. This game is beginner
friendly. Pre-generated characters will be provided.

There is a whispering on the wind. The elders speak with
fear of the riddle pig, a beast of uncanny wisdom that can
drive men mad. It isn't clear what that has to do with
anything until the foundation of a nearby house starts to
shake and crack, and a porcine face the size of a cart
attempts to squeeze out through the gaps.

The carrion-pigs, living garbage disposals commonly
entombed under homes down here deep underground, are
in heat! They'll tear this village apart unless someone treks
down through the abandoned places beneath here, finds the
riddle pig, and makes it stop it's tortuous keening.

So. You're free, and kind of insane already. If you'd be so
kind, go and punt it into an even deeper hole so it shuts up
already.

Content Warnings: body horror, gore, harm to animals

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game Discussion, Lines and
Veils

Foundry link to follow

Game will use Game Table 2

The Sea, Our Mother for Hot War

Offered by Scott Dorward

For 2-4 players, ages 18 and over. This game is beginner
friendly. Pre-generated characters will be provided.

It is 1972, six years on from the Summer of Love. The
peace and love generation is descending into hard drugs,
political violence, and hedonism. It is the end of an age.

One small group, calling itself The Water of Life, has
shunned the rest of the world, creating a small commune on
the coast of Massachusetts. It is devoted to spiritual
enlightenment, worship of the life-giving sea, and restoring
the lost wisdom of the native people of Innsmouth.

Rolling Stone magazine have sent their best reporter to tell
the story of the death throes of the spirit of a generation.
Wisdom and truth await.

This scenario uses a modified version of the Hot War
mechanics and a thoroughly different setting.

Content Warnings: Sex, drugs, violence, potential PvP,
hippies

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game Discussion, Lines and
Veils

Game will use Game Table 3

[Expected high demand]



Ironsworn With Good Friends for Ironsworn

Offered by Togsee

For 2-3 players, ages 18 or over. This game is beginner
friendly. Characters will be created during or before play by
the players.

*”The Old Ways are dying – magicks fail, oracles see
naught but smoke and prayers to the gods go
unanswered.”*

*"As Winters grow longer and crops fail the monstrous
beasts and horrors of the wilderlands close in ever closer to
the few remaining homesteads left in the Iron Lands.”*

*”If hope lives it lives with the Ironsworn – those fated to
strive and die on the strength of an oath promised to a god
long dead.”*

- An improvised Ironsworn one shot.

- Ironsworn is a GMless PBTA derived system about
questing adventurers in a frozen wasteland.

- Chargen and scenario creation to be done in session.

Content Warnings: As an improvised game, content
warnings will vary

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game Discussion, X-Card,
Lines and Veils

Roll20 link to follow

Game will use
Game Table 4

Spring Stands at the Gate for Seasons

Offered by Tore Nielsen

For 3-5 players, ages 16 and over. This game is beginner
friendly. Pre-generated characters will be provided.

Solstice is the great city of Fairyland. Here the deathless
Seasonal Courts and Great Houses vie for power and
prestige. You are Masks, the “legitimate” means for the
Courts to combat one another. You must toe the line
between their obligations to their family House, and the
criminal activity required of you when you don their mask.

Content Warnings: Children in peril, illegal activities,
maggots

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game Discussion, X-Card,
Lines and Veils

Game will use Game Table 5



Bathhouse at Midnight for Vaesen

Offered by AxidentalDM

For 2-4 players, all ages. This game is beginner friendly.
Characters will be created during or before play by the
players.

The mayor of Nikkala, a small fishing village on the frontier
with the Duchy of Finland, has arrived at Castle
Gyllencreutz. Several people have died recently in the
village, and their bizarre nature points to something beyond.
The mayor has travelled a great distance at the suggestion
of an old friend to seek the assistance of Linnea Elfeklint
and her famed Society to stop whatever is killing people in
Nikkala.

No Content Warnings.

Additional Safety Tools: Murder, Body Horror

Game will use Game Table 6



Game Slot 9
February 19, 15:00 - 19:00 UTC
February 19, 10:00 - 14:00 EST
February 20, 02:00 - 06:00 AEDT

Dockside Dogs for Call of Cthulhu

Offered by Dr. Bones

For 3-5 players, ages 18 and over. This game is beginner
friendly. Pre-generated characters will be provided.

A group of well-dressed criminals arrive at a warehouse to
rendezvous after pulling off an extraordinary crime. They
know each other only by their pseudonyms - Mister Black,
Mister Red, Mister Green, Mister Purple, Mister Beige,
Mister Silver, Mister Grey.

The plan is simply to sit tight until midnight when someone
will arrive to ferry them - and the loot - across the bay to
make a final delivery to the boss. Sounds easy, right?

But things take a turn for the weird; strange things happen
in and around the warehouse. Things which make the
criminals doubt the allegiances of the compatriots, their own
sanity, and ultimately the very nature of reality.

...It is going to be a long wait for the ferryman.

Content Warnings: This is a player-drive scenario, that may
include violence, such as PvP, death, blood, or other
dismemberment, though none of this is required.

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game Discussion, X-Card,
Lines and Veils

Game will use Game Table 1

https://dateful.com/eventlink/2196632708


Blood Orgy on Vampire Island for Call of Cthulhu
(Pulp Cthulhu)

Offered by TenSoon's Shadow

For 4-6 players, ages 16 or over. This game is beginner
friendly. Pre-generated characters will be provided.

Baron Xavier Drax (known in Society by the nickname "Lord
X") is throwing one of his infamous parties on his yacht, and
the Investigators are invited. After a sudden storm strands
the investigators on the nearby island, survival tell rescue is
the the only goal. But something else is on this island. And
it's very, very hungry.

Who will live and who will die? Can anyone survive a Blood
Orgy on Vampire Island?

Content Warnings: Drug use, gore, violence, and language

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game Discussion, X-Card,
Lines and Veils

Game will use Game Table 14

Improvisorio of Cthulhu for Call of Cthulhu

Offered by your friend nate

For 3-5 players, ages 16 and over. This game is beginner
friendly. Pre-generated characters will be provided.

Do you like scary stories?

Let's build one. Starting with a few questions and a little
guidance from me up front, we'll set out on an improvised
Call of Cthulhu adventure. With no written plans or
adventure to follow, let's find out, hey, what's the worst that
could happen?

Pregens will be provided for modern era CoC fun.

Content Warnings: None

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game Discussion, Lines and
Veils

Game will use Game Table 2



Consume for Cthulhu Dark

Offered by Fragslag

For 3-4 players, ages 18 or over. This game is beginner
friendly. Characters will be created during or before play by
the players.

Consume is a Cthulhu Dark mystery set in Mumbai in 2037,
fuelled by class, construction and consumerism.

We will create an extended family of low status Mumbaikars
who live and work in the shiny, sprawling and ever changing
Tanwar building, discussing their ambitions and regrets for a
good while at the start of the session. We'll talk about what
life is like in the city and how technology both liberates and
shackles people across the social classes. Everyone will
then head off to work, as they do every morning. Today
however, something is not right.

The aim in a Cthulhu Dark mystery is to collaboratively tell a
story of doomed investigators. Themes of economic, but not
racial, discrimination are central to this near future dystopian
setting so your characters should expect to be treated
accordingly as you peel back the layers of deception and
uncover the final horror.

Content Warnings: Suicide

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game
Discussion, X-Card, Lines and Veils

Game will use Game Table 4

Time Murder for Cosmic Dark

Offered by Graham

For 3-4 players, ages 18 or over. This game is beginner
friendly. Characters will be created during or before play by
the players.

On an orchid-covered planet, the petals crumble into a
golden dust, which drifts in piles over the desert landscape.
In the fields, the workers are scared of what is happening to
them. And, in a crumbling hotel, there has been a murder.

This is a playtest scenario for Cosmic Dark, my adaptation
of Cthulhu Dark for space horror. Like all my scenarios, it
focusse on psychological horror rather than combat.

Content Warnings: Body horror

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game Discussion, X-Card

Game will use Game Table 3

[Expected high demand]



Looks Could Kill for Delta Green

Offered by sicDaniel

For 2-4 players, ages 18 or over. This game is beginner
friendly. Pre-generated characters will be provided.

A Delta Green contact inside the CDC alerts the agency
about an urgent situation in Dorchester, Boston. This
morning, a resident named Angela Williams found her 25-
year old son lying in the living room of their apartment -
turned to stone.

Working group COMMONWEALTH is assembled on short
notice and sent into the field.

A scenario by Sergio Crego of maydayroleplay.com

Content Warnings: Body Horror, Children as victims

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game Discussion, Open-door
policy

Game will use Game Table 6

Miskatonic Shoreside for Cthulhu Dark

Offered by Bridgett/Symphony

For 3-4 players, ages 18 or over. This game is beginner
friendly. Pre-generated characters will be provided.

At an elite summer camp, incoming performing arts students
discover how their peers are able to perform at levels
"beyond their dreams." What are you willing to sacrifice to
become the best? Miskatonic Shoreside is a modern day
Cthulhu Dark Scenario.

Content Warnings: Suicide, self-harm, drowning

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game Discussion, X-Card

Game will use Game Table 5

[Expected high demand]



Et in Arcadia Ego for KULT: Divinity Lost

Offered by ryanf

For 2-3 players, ages 18 or over. This game is beginner
friendly. Pre-generated characters will be provided.

"I am Nigel Saint-Denys. I live in a quaint estate in the
countryside, currently in the winter months."

"This was my father's house, but even that does not matter
anymore. What matters in I am dying, I am in my final days.
All I ask is that I can see my friends one last time...just
once....but, I...I don't know, something is there...I just need
to see my friends"

The background deals with the AIDs/HIV epidemic and the
consequences on the LGBT+ communities. These subjects
will be handled in the most sensitive of ways. Please
consider this before putting your name down for this story.

Content Warnings: Terminal Illness, Horrors in a Terminal
Illness, Possible Vulgar Language, Adult Scenario

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game Discussion, X-Card

Game will use Game Table 8

Death to El Jefe! for Hot War (system only)

Offered by Scott Dorward

For 2-4 players, ages 18 or over. This game is beginner
friendly. Pre-generated characters will be provided.

Revolution has come to the Caribbean island of Corto
Maltese. Again.

The forces of the hated despot known as El Jefe – a former
revolutionary himself – are on the run. This time things will
be different. This time the people will be free.

Amidst the chaos, four men are thrown together by
circumstance. Each is very different, but tied to the others in
a way none of them could have imagined. The turmoil of the
revolution presents an opportunity for each to shape events
in his own image, but whose image will prove the strongest?

This scenario uses a modified version of the Hot War
mechanics and a thoroughly different setting.

Content Warnings: Politics, betrayal, potential PvP,
violence, unflattering portrayals of American foreign policy

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game Discussion, Lines and
Veils

Game will use Game Table 7

[Expected high demand]



Trinity House for KULT: Divinity Lost

Offered by thelilscientist

For 2-4 players, ages 18 or over. This game is beginner
friendly. Pre-generated characters will be provided.

Players are local teenagers in the Trinity Church youth
group who are gearing up for their annual Hell House and
church fundraiser taking place in the church recreation
center. The haunted house is to showcase what a lack of
God and family values will result in. Despite the theme, the
exhibit is usually quite tame and the locals come with their
families for a night of candy and some spooky fun.

This year is different though. The youth group leader and
the new town priest have been acting strange. Their ideas
are far more gruesome and suggestive than in previous
years. What was once something fun and playful is quickly
turning horrific when the exhibit starts to have a mind of its
own.

Content Warnings: Teenagers in peril, descriptions of
physical and psychological torture, body horror and gore,
religious horror, some sexual situations

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game Discussion, X-Card

Roll20 link

Game will use
Game Table 10

Fires of Centralia for KULT: Divinity Lost

Offered by GM David

For 3 players, ages 18 or over. This game is beginner
friendly. Pre-generated characters will be provided.

Fires of Centralia is a one-shot scenario that takes place in
the ghost town of Centralia, PA. Three friends that have
come to the town to shoot content for a Youtube channel.
The town was abandoned decades ago due to a coal mine
fire that has been burning ever since. But things are not
always what they seem...

Content Warnings: Fire, death and injury by fire, being
trapped in burning buildings, death, injury and incapacitation
by smoke inhalation, reduced visibility due to smoke, trouble
breathing due to smoke, drugs, drugs use, police, police
brutality, police aggression, being detained or arrested,
being chased by police, being handcuffed, insects, spiders,
maggots, bodily injury, death, dead bodies, mutilated
bodies, religious symbols being desecrated, Donald Trump,
bullying and toxicity on social media, social manipulation,
gaslighting, PG-13 level flirting or innuendos.

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game Discussion, X-Card,
Lines and Veils

Roll20 link

Game will use Game Table 9

https://app.roll20.net/join/11964425/-WRBRA
https://app.roll20.net/join/12297765/JNHHsA


The Haunting House for Liminal

Offered by random-answer

For 3-5 players, ages 18 or over. This game is beginner
friendly. Pre-generated characters will be provided.

Sir Tatton Northcott a well respected member of the Council
of Merlin has written to you from his deathbed and asked for
your help. This will require your crew to investigate the
ghostly legacy of a deceased magician. A legacy involving
forbidden magic and dangerous ghosts.

This is a published adventure for the Liminal RPG, where
the magical and mundane worlds collide in the modern day
United Kingdom.

Content Warnings: Very little, the game not surprisingly
deals with ghosts and a possible dark ritual, but nothing
seriously horrific

Additional Safety Tools: Lines and Veils

Game will use Game Table 11

Satyrs of Slaughter for Mörk Borg

Offered by carnel

For 3-7 players, ages 18 and over. This game is beginner
friendly. Characters will be created during or before play by
the players.

You have been cursed by a plague druid and your only hope
of survival is the blessing of the Solar Child. On arriving at
their shrine you discover that the child has been stolen by
the goat men of the Bleeding Woods. There is no choice, to
continue your wretched existence you must enter the woods
and rescue the blessed infant.

Content Warnings: Kidnap, sacrifice, rot, child
endangerment, satanic imagery

Additional Safety Tools: X-Card

Game will use Game Table 12



Snow Day for Tales From the Loop

Offered by Mouse

For 3-5 players of any age. This game is beginner friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

The day before Christmas break, 1985, has all the kids in
Boulder City glued to the TV, anxious for a snow day.
Meanwhile, strange things are afoot around town. Pets and
people are going missing, Mom says something weird is
going on at The Loop, and Dad is worried about the pack of
wolves rumored to be roaming around the outskirts of town.
Can a rag-tag group of kids find out what's going on before
it's too late?

Tales from the Loop takes place in the 80s that never was.
Come explore a time where robots and flying cars make up
the background of everyday life. If you have read the
scenarios from the core rulebook, this one is in there under
a different name. I've changed the title to avoid spoilers. If
you have any questions about that, feel free to DM me for
clarification.

No Content Warnings.

Additional Safety Tools: None

Game will use Game Table 15

The Bodhisattva for Over the Edge 2nd Edition

Offered by Wayne Rossi

For 4-6 players, ages 18 or over. This game is beginner
friendly. Pre-generated characters will be provided.

Bodhisattva: "One who achieves enlightenment but returns
to the physical plane to help others, rather than leaving for
Nirvana."

The year is 1994. Dr. Chris Seversen has invited you to a
small, private convocation of fringe scientists on the island
of Al Amarja, south of Italy in the Mediterranean Sea. You
study the areas that Western science has ignored -
traditional Chinese science, psychic powers, post-quantum
physics, extraterrestrial contact, yogic powers, and so forth.
You are hoping to receive a grant of $25,000 from Dr.
Seversen that could push your research further. So hop on
board and come to the Edge!

Content Warnings: Possible Loss of Agency, Violence

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game Discussion, X-Card,
Lines and Veils

Game will use Game Table 13



The Band of the Black Talon for The Black Hack

Offered by Boswell

For 3-5 players, ages 18 and over. This game is beginner
friendly. Characters will be created during or before play by
the players.

A band of cutthroats, knaves and mercenaries go north into
the barrowspire vale. Led by an overzealous commander
against a well prepared and dangerous company of
boggarts goblins and other detestable fae. They are
doomed... unless you can do something about it.

This is a dark fantasy military themed adventure with two
parts: a hex crawl and a battle.

It's also a playtest of the adventure and a simple framework
for playing out a narrative focused mass combat scene.

Content Warnings: War, violence, dismemberment

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game Discussion

owlbear.rodeo link to follow

Game will use Game Table 16

The Kingsbury Horror for Trail of Cthulhu

Offered by linus.larsson

For 2-4 players, ages 18 and over. This game is beginner
friendly. Characters will be created during or before play by
the players.

A motley crew of intrepid investigators look into the
grotesque 'Cleveland Torso Murders', in an effort to one-up
the local constabulary.

Content Warnings: body horror and gore, violence against
people in a vulnerable position

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game Discussion, X-Card,
Lines and Veils

Game will use Game Table 17



Giveback for Old Cheese for Vaesen

Offered by Bitburg_Chef

For 2-3 players, ages 18 and over. This game is beginner
friendly. Characters will be created during or before play by
the players.

A Vaesen Nordic Horror RPG Scenario:

After a pleasant hiking trip the investigators are trapped in a
remote hut in the mountains after an avalanche outside of
Uppsala. With them are a couple locals who found refuge
there as well. With no where to go and nothing to do but to
get to know each other, something does not seem right.
Some might reveal just a bit too much about themselves as
they would like. Trapped, freezing and pushed to their limits
the situation gets only worse when they realize that
something else is trapped here inside with them.

Characters can also be imported from the player or
generated prior the game.

Content Warnings: Body horror, violence, torture, suicide

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game Discussion, X-Card,
Lines and Veils

Roll20 link

Game will use Game
Table 18

https://app.roll20.net/join/10931096/4C-dHA


Game Slot 10
February 19, 20:00 - 00:00 UTC
February 19, 15:00 - 19:00 EST
February 20, 07:00 - 11:00 AEDT

CSI: Weyland-Yutani for ALIEN: The Roleplaying
Game

Offered by Sue

For 4-5 players, ages 18 and over. This game is beginner
friendly. Pre-generated characters will be provided.

Unauthorised Destruction of Corporate Assets investigation
is a high priority at Weyland-Yutani. Your team is pretty
insignificant, only working on cases of human resource
destruction, or 'murder' as it's sometimes called. All the
same, a stabbing in some remote mining colony in the
Tartarus sector warrants investigation and your team is on
the case.

Content Warnings: Body horror, secret agendas, conflicting
agendas, bereavement, alcohol abuse

Additional Safety Tools: X-Card, Lines and Veils

Roll20 link

Game will use Game Table 1

https://dateful.com/eventlink/3219822502
https://app.roll20.net/join/11225112/MqB85Q


Bluebeard's Bride

Offered by Diesel

For 3-5 players, ages 18 and over. This game is beginner
friendly. Characters will be created during or before play by
the players.

The Bluebeard fairy tale is simple enough: A young bride is
wed to an ugly, but powerful man with a blue beard. He
gives her the keys to every room in his manor, inviting her to
explore… but one room in his house is forbidden. The bride
eventually falls prey to her curiosity and opens it,
discovering the gruesome sight of former brides who had
been murdered... evidence that reveals her husband to be a
killer of women.

In this game players take on the role of personalities inside
of Bluebeard's newest bride, taking turns controlling her
actions as she explores her new home. Unfortunately, her
new home is filled with disturbing images, memories,
servants, and uncomforting situations. We'll create our own
beautifully tragic version of the dark fairy tale. Investigate
rooms, discover the truth of what happened, experience the
nightmarish phantasmagoria of this broken place, and
decide whether or not you are a faithful or disloyal bride.

When you play Bluebeard’s Bride, you aren’t repeating the
dark events of that morbid tale. You’re following the skeleton
of that story to tell a new one covered in your own bloody
fingerprints. The Bride’s story is unpredictable and
engaging, leading her down a dark path to an unknown
future. Your fate, the terrible contents of the final room, may
not yet be fixed, but every step you take moves you closer
to your doom.

Content Warnings: This game is not suited for all players
(although all players of any gender are welcome to play).
This is a game of feminine horror. The game will be
exploring themes and situations that women find
themselves involved in a patriarchal society, both modern
and historical. While players may use the "lines" tool to
make a topic off-limits, the game can easily include Body
Horror, Verbal and Physical Abuse, Gaslighting, Pregnancy,
Miscarriage, Abortion, Sexuality, Illnesses, Sexual Abuse,
and Drug Use. Please be forewarned.

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game Discussion, X-Card,
Lines and Veils

Game documents

Zoom link

[WARNINg: extreme content]

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/11I7mFPpvFbgDFrdWGAT75W2oujhCxmv4O3Wq0omBKnI/edit?usp=sharing
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/5239913278?pwd=L3lDR0JXMEpBTGU4R1g2dmVxK1ZLZz09


Scenario Title for Game System

Offered by GM_Username

For min-max players, minimum age. This game is (not)
beginner friendly.
Characters will be created during or before play by the
players. Characters will be created during or before play by
the players.

Submitted game pitch here

Content Warnings: Any listed content warnings here

Additional Safety Tools: Any listed additional safety tools
here

Virtual tabletop link if provided

Game table assignment or A/V link.

The Haunting for Call of Cthulhu

Offered by Shoggoth-Nito

For 1-6 players of any age. This game is beginner friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

It's the easiest of gigs: Just research and check out the
property and report findings back to the realtor/owner....
right? ....RIGHT?

Content Warnings: none

Additional Safety Tools: Open-door policy

Game will use Game Table 6

The Black Forest Oddity for Call of Cthulhu

Offered by Hilmar

For 3-4 players of any age. This game is beginner friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

It's 1925, and you're a family of four on a visit to the Black
Forest. Hans, an old war buddy of the family's father, has
become a successful novelist and invites you to come see
him at his new "creative retreat" - an isolated farmstead
deep in the Black Forest in Southwest Germany. What could
possibly go wrong?

This scenario by Frank Heller has been a classic in the
German Cthulhu scene for many years. It's unpublished in
English, though, and after playing it GM'd by the author, I
felt I should bring it to an English-speaking audience.

2 players will be playing teenage children.

Content Warnings: Any listed content warnings here

Additional Safety Tools: X-Card

Roll20 link

Zoom link

https://app.roll20.net/join/12342343/8DFI_w
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/89828572235?pwd=MTI3VHZoa0hZbDVhU2xrMEE4Z0VSUT09


Splinter for Call of Cthulhu

Offered by Anthony Lee-Dudley

For 3-6 players, ages 18 and over. This game is beginner
friendly. Pre-generated characters will be provided.

A contemporary modern game set on a remote filming
location, high in the mountains and lakes of British
Columbia, Canada.

A small, independent filming unit has been hired to create
an EPK (Electronic Press Kit) for the long-running TV show
Esoteric. Esoteric is the tale of the Enfield Brothers fighting
the forces of the supernatural, whilst looking for their
missing father.

Some bright spark at the production company thought it
would be 'neat' if the behind-the-scenes EPK was shot
whilst Esoteric was on location. In winter.

Oh well, anything to get the shot in the can. What's the
worst that can happen, it's TV right?

Content Warnings: Some animal death

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game Discussion, X-Card,
Lines and Veils

Roll20 link

Game will use Game Table 4

Heinrich's Call of Cthulhu Guide to Character
Creation for Call of Cthulhu

Offered by GMDante

For 2-4 players, ages 16 and over. This game is beginner
friendly. Characters will be created during or before play by
the players.

Creating a Call of Cthulhu Investigator should be just as
exciting as the investigations in which they will partake.
Unfortunately, the frequency with which investigators perish,
often means falling back on familiar tropes. Heinrich’s Call
of Cthulhu Guide to Character Creation breaks that cycle by
providing tools to ensure that every investigator is unique
and interesting to play (for however long they may survive).
You may come to learn that your investigator has already
had adventures of their own, and made enemies and allies
along the way!

Join Keeper Heinrich Moore and up to three fellow players
on a journey through the Guide - a new product on the
Miskatonic Repository - to craft complete backstories for
investigators from birth to the hypothetical start of your
campaign.

Players are advised to come without preconceptions of how
their backstory might develop. Note that this event is not an

RPG scenario, and expected to run
only 2-3 hours, rather than the 4 hours
of actual scenarios at the Convention.

Content Warnings: none

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game
Discussion

Game will use Game Table 3

https://app.roll20.net/join/12392639/udGLeA


The Way of All Flesh for Call of Cthulhu

Offered by Scott Dorward

For 2-4 players, ages 18 and over. This game is beginner
friendly. Pre-generated characters will be provided.

Reverend Cobb and his family have just moved to the small
town of Boreham, in rural Massachusetts. The First
Congregational Church has been without a rector since the
disappearance of Reverend Winthrop a few months ago.
However unfortunate the circumstances, this may present
an opportunity for renewal, both for the Cobbs and the
people of Boreham.

The reverend has challenges to overcome, however. Winter
is here, and with it, long, dark nights and heavy snow,
cutting the town off from the rest of the world. The townsfolk
have become reclusive, and attendance at the church has
dwindled. Surely the arrival of a new rector will bring the
congregation back. Or maybe the problem is not that the
locals have lost their faith, but that they have found a new
one…

Content Warnings: Self-harm,
harm to children, gore, body
horror, blasphemy

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-
game Discussion, Lines and Veils

Game will use Game Table 5

Clowns of Funland

Offered by Phzoul

For 2-5 players, ages 18 and over. This game is beginner
friendly. Characters will be created during or before play by
the players.

In their search for a missing family member, the characters
must return to Funland, an abandoned amusement park on
the Jersey shore. While searching for clues, they discover
the park is home to a mysterious cult of clowns, anxious for
them to join the revelries. This is an event-driven sandbox-
style adventure. No pre-gens! You make your own character
with a few background hooks that tie directly into the main
story.

This session will use the quick to learn One-Shot RPG
system. Beginners are welcome.

Content Warnings: Violence, clowns, missing persons,
cults, scary situations

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game Discussion, Open-door
policy

Roll20 link

Game will use Game Table 7

[Expected high demand]

https://app.roll20.net/join/12300068/a2v4ow


Emergency Stent for Delta Green

Offered by KarlRodriguez

For 4-6 players, ages 18 and over. This game is beginner
friendly. Pre-generated characters will be provided.

A surgery goes bad; a man is dead and there's a video!

While the Feds have it for now, the nature of what occurred
in that OR brings in Delta Green investigators to find out
what happened in there. Takes place in San Antonio, TX.

Content Warnings: Surgery scenes, patient death,
mourning families

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game Discussion, X-Card

Roll20 link to follow

Game will use Game Table 10

A Milk Run for Delta Green

Offered by Patricksmatrick

For 2-4 players, ages 18 and over. This game is beginner
friendly. Pre-generated characters will be provided.

October 20th, 2010. Over the years the Delta Green has
established a small network of green boxes — storage
units, apartments, or garages rented on a perpetual basis
by the program to store tools of their trade, operate as safe
houses, or sequester dangerous artifacts. A backlog of
locations from the 1980's and 1990's needs to be cleared.

One of the most concerning on the list is a storage unit in
Akron, Ohio. The unit appears to have been rented
continuously since the year 2000. Yet there is no name or
credit card connected to the unit. The agents are assigned
to discover who rented the unit and uncover what is inside.

Content Warnings: Illness, dementia, body horror

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game Discussion, Lines and
Veils

Roll20 link

Game will use Game Table 9

https://app.roll20.net/join/12373542/oXGvTw


Victim of the Art for Delta Green

Offered by Nathan

For 3-4 players, ages 18 and over. This game is beginner
friendly. Characters will be created during or before play by
the players

A serial killer is at work in quiet Glenridge, Long Island.
Bizarre mutilations mark the victims of the “Glenridge
Chiropractor,” as national news and the conspiracy theorists
at Phenomen-X call the killer. Privately, the medical
examiner is more troubled by residue found on the corpses:
a pulpy, gray, organic substance that defies analysis.

When the police ask the FBI for help, Delta Green agents
answer the call.

Content Warnings: Violence

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game Discussion, X-Card

Game will use Game Table 11

For the Cube

Offered by helloalexroberts

For 2-5 players, ages 18 and over. This game is beginner
friendly. Characters will be created during or before play by
the players

Playtesting For the Cube - the sequel to For the Queen.

Your world is dying. One group of people has devised a way
to hasten the destruction. They invented a game of death
that makes a very small number of its winners wealthy
beyond their wildest dreams. Their game turns the land and
its creatures to ash while they get so rich, they don't know
what to do with what they have. One thing they like to do is
possess cubes of tungsten. The Cube is fourteen inches
square and weighs nine hundred and ten kilograms. In its
current form, it has no practical application. It cost more
than you will ever own to produce. Nothing can be done with
this cube.

The Cube must be delivered from its place of manufacture
to the far away home of the one who commissioned it. You
have been hired to do so, in exchange for something you
desperately need.

You despise the Cube.

Content Warnings: bleak, dismal, hopeless

Additional Safety Tools: X-Card

Game will use Game Table 12



The Protocol for KULT: Divinity Lost

Offered by thelilscientist

For 2-4 players, ages 18 and over. This game is beginner
friendly. Pre-generated characters will be provided.

In 1973 in the crime addled Tenderloin district of San
Francisco people have been mysteriously disappearing. But
you would never know it by watching the news or reading
the paper. These disappearances have been largely ignored
by city officials, police, and the media. Everyone on the
street has heard the rumors, the whispers, but everyone on
the street also knows they have been targeted because
society has decided that they will not be missed. Players
locals of the Tenderloin district and are the latest victims that
have mysteriously disappeared. You are kidnapped by a
man and find yourselves in his clutches with no hope of
escape unless you can understand the true nature of your
captor.

Content Warnings: Descriptions of physical and
psychological torture, body horror and gore

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game Discussion, X-Card,
Lines and Veils

Roll20 link

Game will use Game Table 13

The Road to Babylon for KULT: Divinity Lost

Offered by Puddy_R

For 4 players, ages 18 and over. This game is beginner
friendly. Pre-generated characters will be provided.

1875, New Mexico Territory. The Machete Gang are on their
heels after their leader, Rufus Three-Fingers, is killed during
a botched robbery. Eager for a moment of respite, the
remaining members regroup in the small town of Angel Fire
to plan out their next caper. But first, a night of debauchery
is in order: cards are dealt, whisky is poured, and saloon
dames are flirted with. The following morning, the outlaws
head off to their next misdeed, unaware of the special fate
that awaits them. Karma is, as they say, a bitch, and the
remaining members of the Machete Gang will find that no
matter how fast or far they ride their past will catch up to
them in the most horrifying ways possible.

Content Warnings: body horror, domestic violence, abusive
language, suicide, (possible) off-camera torture, (possible)
self-mutilation, off-camera violence to kids, stereotypical
portrayal of Native Americans

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game Discussion

Virtual tabletop link if provided

Game will use Game Table 14

https://app.roll20.net/join/11950989/bPpaGg


Colors of the Heart for Monsterhearts

Offered by Saccharine Choking Hazard

For 2-4 players, ages 18 and over. This game is beginner
friendly. Characters will be created during or before play by
the players

Maryville, present day

It’s the latest round of budget cuts at school and you know
what that means: art class is being cut and all the funding is
going to the football team! As dedicated artists, it’s up to you
to find a way to raise enough money to save the
department. But how?

Not much happens out of the ordinary in your quiet
hometown of Maryville. Outside of the occasional turf war
between werewolves and fairies, of course. At Bram Stoker
High School, monsters are more than just stories from old;
they’re your fellow classmates and teachers. The veil
separating humans from the supernatural may have been
lifted but finding a place in the world can still be a struggle.

Content Warnings: May contain mature sexual themes,
violence, and teens in peril
(the player characters)

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-
game Discussion, X-Card,
Lines and Veils

Game will use Game Table 15

[WARNINg: extreme content]

Smørheks for Vaesen

Offered by Bitburg_Chef

For 3-5 players, ages 18 and over. This game is beginner
friendly. Pre-generated characters will be provided.

Where the members of the society are called to Denmark to
the dairy town of Velling. Since a couple of weeks the
farmers are unable to churn butter and cream; milk gets
spoiled and farmers start getting sick and fall to injuries.

With a village on the edge of devastation, only one farm
seems to have an excess of both cream and butter for the
local dairy of the local Lord. Something evil is at hand here,
lurking in the shadows, strange creature roam the streets…
and lots and lots of butter stories.

Characters can also be imported by the players or created
before the game.

Content Warnings: Body horror, violence

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game Discussion, X-Card,
Lines and Veils

Roll20 link

Game will use Game Table 16

https://app.roll20.net/join/10931096/4C-dHA


Svarteboken for Vaesen

Offered by Matt Sanderson

For 4-6 players, ages 18 and over. This game is beginner
friendly. Pre-generated characters will be provided.

Charlottenberg is famous for its Christmas markets. Located
in picturesque western Sweden, not far from the Norwegian
border, it is a small town where hardly anything bad
happens. Just a few days before Christmas, a letter arrives
at Castle Gyllencreutz. The owner of The Charlottenberg
Hotel is asking for the Society's help, claiming the Devil
himself stalks their streets.

Content Warnings: Violence, body horror, almost certainly
bad language

Additional Safety Tools: X-Card

Jitsi link

Game will use Game Table 17

[Expected high demand]

https://meet.jit.si/matts


Scenario Title for Game System

Offered by GM_Username

For min-max players, minimum age. This game is (not)
beginner friendly.
Characters will be created during or before play by the
players. Characters will be created during or before play by
the players.

Submitted game pitch here

Content Warnings: Any listed content warnings here

Additional Safety Tools: Any listed additional safety tools
here

Virtual tabletop link if provided

Game table assignment or A/V link.

Alice is Missing

Offered by Diesel

For 2-4 players, ages 16 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Characters will be created during or before play by the
players.

Today is Saturday, the first day of winter break. High school junior
Alice Briarwood was last seen on Wednesday, three days ago." Set in
the recession-hit small coastal town of Silent Falls, Alice's friends and
siblings struggle to piece together clues surrounding her
disappearance and find out what happened.

Alice is Missing is a silent, GMless RPG. For technical requirements,
you will need to be willing to join a separate Discord server, be able to
play a video with music during play, and have a method of voice
recording (.wav/.mp3) and sharing the resulting file with the facilitator.

What is a silent RPG? It is a game played through text. We'll spend
the first 30-45 minutes introducing the game mechanics and working
out character relationships with mics/cameras on, but after that the
players are muted and roleplaying is through chat only on Discord for
90 minutes with a gorgeous timed soundtrack and cards pulled to help
guide the story and surprise us.

This game is serious in tone with possible mature themes centered
around the struggle of teenagers and loss.

Content Warnings: Lack of
agency, death, grief,
helplessness, loss, tense
family dynamics, and violence

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-
game Discussion, X-Card,
Lines and Veils

Zoom Link

Game Slot 11
Feburary 20, 00:30 - 04:30 UTC
February 19, 19:30 - 23:30 EST
February 20, 11:30 - 15:30 AEDT

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/5239913278?pwd=L3lDR0JXMEpBTGU4R1g2dmVxK1ZLZz09
https://dateful.com/eventlink/9984345081


Mandatory Fun for ALIEN: The Roleplaying Game

Offered by 1moreuser

For 4-5 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

It’s 2187 and humanity has spread out among the stars. For
most people space is hell, but not for you. You are an
employee of the Weyland-Yutani corporation, and you’ve got
a future!

Every year the top executives at Weyland-Yutani gather for
the annual executive retreat at the luxurious Overlook
Station in the New Eden Sector. Enjoy a few cocktails with
your favorite co-workers as you scheme your way to the top
at this once-a-year celebration of power points & middle
management. This is a fantastic opportunity for anyone
trying to climb the corporate ladder. Just be careful whose
hands you step on.

New players welcome! Alien is a sci-fi survival horror RPG.

Content Warnings: Body horror, parasites, gore, secret
agendas, corporate meetings.

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game Discussion, X-Card

Roll20 Link

Game will use Game
Table 2

Cold Spot for Call of Cthulhu

Offered by valsalvis

For 3-6 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

April 1929- Your occult group is called up to the small
country town of North Ashfield to investigate horrific noises
and other things a terrified family cannot explain. The
investigators find themselves in for much more than they
may have first believed...like their very survival.

Content Warnings: Body horror

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game Discussion

Game will use Game Table 4

https://app.roll20.net/join/12326786/vuyfDQ


VRBO: Vacation Rental by Occult for Call of Cthulhu

Offered by Gondorf5_TS

For 3-5 players, ages 16 and older. This game is not
beginner friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

HorrorsToDiscover.com welcomes you to one of its finest
themed vacation rentals in the Great Lakes region, the
Miller House! Enjoy an authentic 19th century home (fitted,
of course, with modern utilities), set on Le Paunte Island in
Lake Superior. Amenities include an outdoor fire pit, a 19th
century bathtub, a genuine library of books owned by the
Millers, and even an indisputable sense of dread!

Explore the gruesome horrors which befell the ill-fated Miller
family. This haunted vacation experience is available for
weekend rent only, and can be available as early as
February 19th, 2022.

Disclaimer: no refunds will be given to patrons who flee the
premises for reasons of fright. Patrons exiting the island
prematurely forfeit their security deposit. You know what you
signed up for.

No Content Warnings.

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game Discussion, X-Card,
Lines and Veils

Game will use Game
Table 3



Game Slot 12
February 20, 05:00 - 09:00 UTC
February 20, 00:00 - 04:00 EST
February 20, 16:00 - 20:00 AEDT

Soft Black Blooms for Dead of Night

Offered by Tore Nielsen

For 2-6 players, ages 16 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

Kildare, TX, present day

So, the masonic lodge has a mold problem. That's music to
your ears. You are hazmat technicians, or at least know how
to work a bleach solution and a mop. It's easy money, if you
don't f**k it up.

Soft Black Blooms is a horror scenario set in small town
USA. If you choose to play you'll deal with body horror,
psychedelic revelations, and the spores of evil.

Content Warnings: Body horror, hopelessness, human
frailty, asphyxiation, unreliable reality

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game Discussion, X-Card,
Lines and Veils

Game will use Game Table 1

https://dateful.com/eventlink/2459840067


The Ugliest Knight in the Realm for King Arthur
Pendragon 5.2

Offered by Shannon Mac

For 1-3 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided

A typical iconic Arthurian quest dealing with the ideals of
beauty, a community in peril, a few tough moral choices,
and just a touch of sorcery. Well, perhaps more than a touch
of sorcery depending on perspectives, yes?

Heavy on the roleplaying with some investigation so limiting
this to 1-3 players. Pregens will be a choice between
knights and non-knights (the latter have other special
powers you might say). Death is on the table for your
characters in this scenario but don't fear The Reaper. We
have backup characters.

ADULT THEMES. We'll be using the Dice Maiden app for
dice rolls. Be good with that as we all want to see the highs

and lows of our dice rolls. Also,
this is very far from D&D so
leave your cubes of force and
vorpal swords at the virtual
door. ;)

Content Warnings:
Mature themes but not gross
themes

Additional Safety Tools:
Pre-game Discussion

Game will use Game Table 2



Game Slot 13
February 20, 10:00 - 14:00 UTC
February 20, 05:00 - 09:00 EST
February 20, 21:00 - 01:00 AEDT

Saturnine Chalice for Call of Cthuhlu

Offered by Tissaia

For 3-5 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

A faulty fuel gauge leaves the investigators stranded on a
lonely road miles from the nearest town. Just off the road
stands a large house, perhaps the occupants might have
some fuel, or even a phone to call for assistance...

No Content Warnings.

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game Discussion

Roll20 Link to follow

Game will use Game Table 3

https://dateful.com/eventlink/1630477830


Transparency for Cosmic Dark

Offered by Graham

For 3-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Characters will be created during or before play by the
players.

You drift towards the airlock of the vast abandoned transport
ship. Inside, crates float through a darkened cargo bay. But
why is the ship charred and crushed? And why does it feel
familiar?

This is a playtest scenario for Cosmic Dark, my adaptation
of Cthulhu Dark for space horror. Like all my scenarios, it
focusses on psychological horror rather than combat.

Content Warnings: None

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game Discussion, X-Card

Game will use Game Table 4

Grave Danger for Dead of Night

Offered by Scott Dorward

For 3-5 players, ages18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

The old Billings Field Cemetery is a peaceful place. Burials
are rare, visitors are few, and the ageing custodian has
been losing his battle with nature.

All in all, it's the perfect place to raise a family.

Your tribe have been living in the warrens under Billings
Field for as long as you remember. Its remoteness lets you
keep your dealings with the politics and infighting of ghoul
society to a minimum. And apart from the occasional hunt,
you have almost no dealing with the human world.

Now everything is about to change. Your home is in peril,
your lives are in upheaval, and your small tribe will have to
band together to survive as part of a new, large and
terrifying world.

Content Warnings: Violence, gore,
anthropophagy

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game
Discussion, Lines and Veils

Game will use Game Table 5

[Expected high demand] [Expected high demand]



Oh No They Didn’t for Matrons of Mystery

Offered by Sue

For 2-4 players, ages 16 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Characters will be created during or before play by the
players.

The village amateur dramatics society have been practicing
hard for their performance of Cinderella, but on the day of
the dress rehearsal, the star of the show is found murdered!
With the police unlikely to be much use, it's up to the older
ladies of the village to investigate the crime, find the killer,
and save the performance.

Matrons of Mystery is a cosy mystery RPG inspired by
British mystery TV shows including Miss Marple and
Rosemary & Thyme. There is no set solution; instead the
players will come up with their own solution based on the
clues they discover.

No Content Warnings.

Additional Safety Tools: X-Card, Lines and Veils

Jamboard link

Game will use Game Table 6

[Expected high demand]

https://jamboard.google.com/d/1-OfB-sMCFz0xjDDXMqyGctiXRTm7WVBmNi_FSu8o3yA/edit?usp=sharing


Game Slot 14
February 20, 15:00 - 19:00 UTC
February 20, 10:00 - 14:00 EST
February 21, 02:00 - 06:00 AEDT

The Band of the Black Talon for The Black Hack

Offered by Boswell

For 3-5 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

A band of cutthroats, knaves and mercenaries go north into
the barrowspire vale. Led by an overzealous commander
against a well prepared and dangerous company of
boggarts goblins and other detestable fae. They are
doomed... unless you can do something about it.

This is a dark fantasy military themed adventure with two
parts: a hex crawl and a battle.

It's also a playtest of the adventure and a simple framework
for playing out a narrative focussed mass combat scene.

Content Warnings: War, Violence, Dismemberment

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game Discussion

Owlbear Rodeo Link to follow

Game will use Game Table 12

https://dateful.com/eventlink/1516786995


The Protocol for Call of Cthulhu

Offered by Bitburg_Chef

For 3-5 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

The scenario takes place in 1973 in the crime addled
Tenderloin district of San Francisco. People from more
unsavory walks of life have been mysteriously disappearing
in the city for many months but it would be difficult to come
by this information by watching the news or reading the
paper. These disappearances have also been largely
ignored by city officials, police, and the media. People living
in the area have heard the rumors, the whispers, and
possible know of someone who has vanished without a
trace. But these people probably also realize they and their
neighbors have been targeted because society has decided
that they will not be missed. The player characters are the
latest victims to have disappeared off the streets and their
survival hinges upon understanding the true nature of their
captor.

This is a Call of Cthulhu adaptation of the original Kult
scenario written by thelilscientist.

Content Warnings: Body Horror, Violence, Torture, Suicide

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game Discussion, X-Card,
Lines and Veils

Game will use Game Table 2

The Dead Men There Are Waiting for Call of
Cthulhu

Offered by Anthony Lee-Dudley

For 3-6 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

June 5 1917 - British 2nd Army Transport Hub. Just outside
of Ypres, Belgium.

Mud. Sweat. Darkness. Hunger. The Four Horsemen of your
own personal Apocalypse.

Not quite as glamorous as the more commonly recognised
four, but considerably less fatal.

Taking advantage of being temporarily 'misplaced' by the
army, a group of various sappers tunnelers and the like are
enjoying a nice brew up, surely it can't ...

Content Warnings: War situation

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game Discussion, X-Card,
Lines and Veils

Roll20 Link

Game will use Game Table 1

https://app.roll20.net/join/2029518/aAyq8A


Poker Night for Delta Green

Offered by sicDaniel

For 3-5 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

Platte Airforce Base in the middle of the Nebraska desert.
Nothing ever happens here. Except for this Sunday, when
your weekly Poker Night gets interrupted by the arrival of a
mysterious black van, and the night takes a turn for the
bizarre.

You'll play as various members of the base personnel,
pregens will be provided.

Content Warnings: Body Horror, Mental Distress, PvP

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game Discussion

Roll20 Link

Game will use Game Table 3

The Pit of The Skull and The Skull is On Fire and
Also The Skull Loves to Party for Dungeon Crawl
Classics

Offered by Diesel

For 2-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Characters will be created during or before play by the
players.

Your village elders speak of the lower planes, the planes from which
all manner of rotten and nasty things come from. The beings that
come from there are foul, despicable creatures, who care nothing for
the norms of polite society. One of those beings has arrived to your
town, and is making it's home in the mazelike caverns on the edge of
town.

Although you are peasants, crafters, and regular folk, the village
elders have deemed it necessary that you all go and get rid of this
creature. Armed with whatever you have lying around, you're going to
need to try and confront this creature. The rumors say that in these
caves there is a pit, and in that pit there is a skull. That skull is on fire,
and he loves to party.

This is a DCC character funnel where death is very easy, designed to
whittle down playable characters from several you have generated.

Because of that, you will each control 4 0-
level characters at one time and see who can
survive.

Content Warnings: Violence, gore,
drug references

Additional Safety Tools: Any listed
additional safety tools here

Roll20 Link to follow

Zoom link

https://app.roll20.net/join/9136129/fuDj7Q
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/5239913278?pwd=L3lDR0JXMEpBTGU4R1g2dmVxK1ZLZz09


Hark! The Riddle Pig! for Heart: The City Beneath

Offered by TRNSHMN

For 3-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

There is a whispering on the wind. The elders speak with
fear of the riddle pig, a beast of uncanny wisdom that can
drive men mad. It isn't clear what that has to do with
anything until the foundation of a nearby house starts to
shake and crack, and a porcine face the size of a cart
attempts to squeeze out through the gaps.

The carrion-pigs, living garbage disposals commonly
entombed under homes down here deep underground, are
in heat! They'll tear this village apart unless someone treks
down through the abandoned places beneath here, finds the
riddle pig, and makes it stop it's tortuous keening.

So. You're free, and kind of insane already. If you'd be so
kind, go and punt it into an even deeper hole so it shuts up
already.

Content Warnings: Body horror, gore, harm to animals

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game Discussion, Lines and
Veils

Foundry Link to follow

Game will use Game
Table 6

House Pests for Ghostbusters RPG

Offered by Grant Dowell

For 3-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner friendly.
Characters will be created during or before play by the players.

Now you too can earn big bucks and become a media superstar
battling spooks, spuds, and soul-sucking demons from beyond the
grave. Sign up to play the OTHER roleplaying game designed by
Sandy Petersen: the 1986 West End Games RPG, Ghostbusters!

BUT…

To be a Ghostbuster, you gotta have guts.

To be a Ghostbuster, you gotta be suave and debonair.

To be a Ghostbuster, you gotta face unimaginable horrors—horrors
which threaten life, sanity, happiness, the very fabric of our universe—
and even your profit margin.

It is 1986, and with the success of the main office in New York,
Ghostbusters Inc. have begun selling franchises. Just back from the
weekend training seminar in the Big Apple, you and your associates
have opened up a franchise right here in our hometown. Hopefully the
calls and money start rolling in, just like the brochure promises!

Ghostbusters RPG is a rules-light game
played with a pool of 6-sided dice. It is easy
to learn, and no prior experience is
necessary. Quick-rules and instructions for
creating your Ghostbuster will be sent
ahead of the game.

Content Warnings: Gore, Corny Jokes, 1980s
Technology

Additional Safety Tools: X-Card

Game will use Game Table 5



Maternal Instinct for KULT: Divinity Lost

Offered by thelilscientist

For 3-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

The players are FBI investigators who get called to a crime
scene at a seedy pay by the hour motel called Pleasant
Winds. Behind a large perimeter of crime scene tape there
are dozens of law enforcement officials and crime scene
technicians. So many in fact folks looking from the other
side of the police line have been whispering that it must be
a celebrity in there. The investigators know better, the
abundance of investigators is not because of who she is but
rather what was done to her.

It is immediately apparent this is no ordinary crime scene
and far too similar to the two other unsolved crimes.
Witnesses describe sinister robed figures leaving her room
in the middle of the night. A young boy is found unharmed in
the area surrounding the motel, but with a very strange
medical condition the doctors can’t wrap their heads around.
Can investigators put the pieces together before the next
murder?

Content Warnings: Body horror and gore, medical horror,
children with medical conditions

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game Discussion, X-Card,
Lines and Veils

Roll20 Link

Game will use Game Table 8

The Ragged Army for Jaws of the Six Serpents

Offered by Scott Dorward

For 3-5 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

You live between the cracks of the city of Araquin, surviving
by thieving, begging, or doing whatever foul things will get
you the coin for food and shelter. You are invisible, you are
legion, and you may be the last chance the city has.

Araquin is under siege, and as panic grows and food runs
short, the social order is collapsing. This could be your hour
come at last — a chance to rise again, a chance to be a
hero, or a chance to tear down a world that has treated you
terribly. The choice is yours!

A grimy, grubby but oddly hopeful sword and sorcery romp.

Content Warnings: Violence, poverty, starvation, threat to
children, social inequality, mental illness, addiction, sex work

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game Discussion, Lines and
Veils

Game will use Game Table 7

[Expected high demand]

https://app.roll20.net/join/12388425/2rXLdg


The Man-Eaters of Ugalla for Reaver Sword &
Sorcery RPG

Offered by Joseph_RGG

For 2-5 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

Experience Sword & Sorcery role-playing with the upcoming
REAVER Sword & Sorcery RPG from Raven God Games!
The PCs must escape slavery at the oars of a merchant's
ship and survive in a steaming jungle wilderness haunted by
dangerous beasts and more nefarious foes. This is a
REAVER playtest for 3rd-level characters, run by the author.
The rules are straightforward, utilize a die-chain mechanic
and support a theater-of-the-mind playstyle, focusing on the
narrative rather than the battlemap.

Content Warnings: Gore

No Additional Safety Tools.

Roll20 Link to follow

Game will use Game Table 10

El Huracán del Amor for Pasion de las Pasiones
(PBTA)

Offered by Chad B

For 3-5 players, ages 16 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Characters will be created during or before play by the
players.

In this episode of the award-winning telenovela, an
impending storm threatens to overwhelm a remote island
resort. Will the characters also be carried away by their
passions? Will histories and secret affairs be revealed?
Tune in to find out!

Set your channel for this PBTA game and program your
VCR for over-dramatization.

Materials will be sent in advance, PBTA archetypes can be
chosen easily. No experience needed.

Content Warnings: Cheesy stereotypes of Latin, Turkish,
and Slavic soap operas

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game Discussion, Lines and
Veils

Game will use Game Table 9



The Recycled Boy for Tales from the Loop

Offered by your friend nate

For 3-5 players, no minimum age. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

What if your friend suddenly isn’t himself anymore? What if
he accuses you of wanting to hurt him? And what if he
disappears, and strange things start happening around you?

Tales from the Loop is a collaborative sci-fi storytelling RPG
where your characters, teenagers living in the desert town
of Boulder City, Colorado, encounter mysteries set in a
1980s that never was. Six principles guide the play:

1. Your home town is full of fantastic things.

2. Everyday life is dull and unforgiving.

3. Adults are out of reach and out of touch.

4. Mysteries are dangerous but Kids will not die.

5. The game is played scene by scene.

6. The world is described collaboratively.

Content Warnings: Child endangerment of the Stranger
Things style. Principle 4 is key: Mysteries are dangerous,

but Kids will not die.

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-
game Discussion

Zoom Link to follow

Game will use Game Table 11

The Doom that Came to Stafjord for Vaesen

Offered by Puddy_R

For 4 players, ages 16 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

The player characters are summoned to the village of
Stafjord where a sickly girl lies in her bed with a condition
that leaves doctors baffled. The local priest believes
something unholy is afoot and seeks assistance from The
Society.

No Content Warnings.

No Additional Safety Tools.

Game will use Game Table 13



Game Slot 15
February 20, 20:00 - 00:00 UTC
February 20, 15:00 - 19:00 EST
February 21, 07:00 - 11:00 AEDT

Nighted, A Variation On for Call of Cthulhu

Offered by P. Troilus

For 2-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

Late November 1899, London. Your friend Elliott Daweson
has recently returned from one of his regular adventuring/
exploration trips and has invited you to a small private party
to celebrate his safe return and new acquisitions. He enjoys
putting on a show and is sure to have at least one surprise
planned for the night.

A variation on the Cthulhu Gaslight scenario Nighted in Bayt
Al Azif Volume 2

Content Warnings: Most content warnings depend on
player choices, but potential for body horror including
graphic gore/eye gore, functioning occult rituals, death of
(generally, non-pet) animals, involuntary permanent
physical/mental changes, self or fellow PC-harm,
hallucinations, being trapped, depictions of grief, choices
leading to the death of innocents

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game Discussion, X-Card,
Lines and Veils

Foundry Link to follow

Discord Link to follow

https://dateful.com/eventlink/6372283695


The Great and Terrible Awto for Call of Cthulhu

Offered by Mr Spike

For 4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

Detroit, Michigan. February, the early 2020s

The investigators are all affiliated with Akeley Investigations,
a small private investigation agency, discretion assured.

You have been contacted by a Dr. Sarkeen Harmon with an
anxious request to meet with him. Harmon is a research
scientist and has serious concerns about the legitimacy of
the source of the financial assistance he has received for
his work.

You are currently sitting at the scheduled meeting point, a
cafe in the north of town, waiting for him to arrive.

This is a modern-day Call of Cthulhu 7e scenario from the
compendium "Fear's Sharp Little Needles"

Content Warnings: Blood, Gore, Body Horror

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game
Discussion, X-Card, Lines and
Veils

Game will use Game Table 3

Silent Night for Call of Cthulhu

Offered by ZoeKitten84

For 3-6 players, ages 16 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

I'm dreaming of a white Christmas...

"...shutting down as blizzard conditions come out of
nowhere..."

with every Christmas card I write

"...there's a lot of passengers facing Christmas in an airport
terminal Chuck..."

May your days be merry and bright

"...please if anyone can hear us, help, please, there's
something out there... Please help us! It's coming!"

And may all your Christmases be white.

Employees of the Lucky Holiday Travel Agency are flying to
Hawai'i for Christmas and New Year's Holidays for a Travel
Conference. Hopefully you can catch some rest and
relaxation while you're there. But first, the pesky cheap flight
your boss paid for.

Content Warnings: Child in peril, possible kidnapping

Additional Safety Tools: X-Card, Lines and Veils

Game will use Game Table 2



The Sea, Our Mother for Hot War (Time and Tide
setting)

Offered by Scott Dorward

For 2-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

It is 1972, six years on from the Summer of Love. The
peace and love generation is descending into hard drugs,
political violence, and hedonism. It is the end of an age.

One small group, calling itself The Water of Life, has
shunned the rest of the world, creating a small commune on
the coast of Massachusetts. It is devoted to spiritual
enlightenment, worship of the life-giving sea, and restoring
the lost wisdom of the native people of Innsmouth.

Rolling Stone magazine have sent their best reporter to tell
the story of the death throes of the spirit of a generation.
Wisdom and truth await.

This scenario uses a modified version of the Hot War
mechanics and a thoroughly different setting.

Content Warnings: Sex, drugs, violence, hippies

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game Discussion, Lines and
Veils

Game will use Game Table 4

UNLAND for KULT: Divinity Lost

Offered by Sue

For 4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

Five old friends from university are preparing for their
annual meet-up. One of the group, Steve, is a keen urban
explorer and has shared his plans to visit Funland, an
abandoned theme park north of the city, before joining the
others. But his recent messages have become increasingly
disturbing, and now he's stopped replying entirely. The rest
of the group have gathered and are deciding what to do.

A mind-bending Call of Cthulhu scenario from the mind of
Scott Dorward, modified to run in Kult: Divinity Lost.

Content Warnings: Alcoholism, amnesia, amputation,
bereavement, mental illness, suicide, potential PVP

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game Discussion, X-Card,
Lines and Veils

Roll20 Link

Game will use Game Table 5

[Expected high demand]

https://app.roll20.net/join/11912967/BH0aIA


Quest for the Murder Sword for Mörk Borg

Offered by Diesel

For 2-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Characters will be created during or before play by the
players.

The infernal Kill-Giant Kharkrazh the Dying finally fell, and
around his withering bones cultists and cannibals dug,
carved halls and altars beneath the ground in search of a
blade most foul. You have heard that down there in the
blood soaked soil and stone there is His infamous Murder
Sword, fully intact in its unholy glory. All that remains is to
stake your claim on the Murder Sword...

Content Warnings: Body horror, cannibalism, gore, potential
PvP, being a gross Mork Borg scum.

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game Discussion, X-Card,
Lines and Veils

Roll20 Link to follow

Zoom Link to follow

Moonbase Blues for Mothership

Offered by TRNSHMN

For 3-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Characters will be created during or before play by the
players.

You were meant to wake at your destination. Instead, the
gentle hiss of the hypersleep pod is barely heard over the
blare and pounding of an automated warning system. You
stumble out on rubbery legs, weak from long space travel,
and turn it off. The pounding doesn't stop. A view port
nearby reveals a pale lunar landscape, and a figure, beating
on the window. You step closer to get a better look, straining
to read his lips.

"Come join me. The stars are beautiful today."

Content Warnings: Body horror, mutilation, loss of self

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game Discussion, Lines and
Veils

Foundry Link to follow

Game will use Game Table 7



Corpse Heist for Vampire: the Masquerade

Offered by linus.larsson

For 2-4 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

Unlife is hard enough as a young vampire in Stockholm. It
gets a lot worse when one of your crew is mistaken for a
dead body, rendered immobilized in a brawl by a piece of
wood through the heart.

They're now being held on ice awaiting autopsy at the
department for forensic medicine. Best case scenario, they
die an agonizing torturous death on the slab, aware but
unable to act as they're being cut apart. Most likely
scenario, that piece of wood will get removed early on and a
very desperate vampire will claw and bite it's way through
whoever happens to be in their way.

It'll become a bloodbath and a blatant breach of - The
Masquerade!

Content Warnings: Blood, gore, substance abuse - also, all
vampires have a 'beast within'
with their own wants and needs
which may affect player agency at
certain times

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-
game Discussion, X-Card,
Lines and Veils

Game will use Game Table 9

The Friend, the Fiend and the Shadow of the Night
for Vaesen

Offered by Bitburg_Chef

For 3-5 players, ages 18 and older. This game is beginner
friendly.
Pre-generated characters will be provided.

Several deaths have been reported in the streets of
Uppsala. The victims found in alleyways or old building’s;
pale as a silver birch but with a wide smile on their face. The
migrant worker district seems to be hit the hardest, 7 dead
in a week. The mood starts to shift, the workers call for aid
and help but the police is at their wits end. If these murders
continue an uprise and potential riot could harm all of
Uppsala, that is heavily relying on these migrant workers.

Content Warnings: Body Horror, violence

Additional Safety Tools: Pre-game Discussion, X-Card,
Lines and Veils

Roll20 Link

Game will use Game Table 8

https://app.roll20.net/join/10931096/4C-dHA
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